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~olicy,Gender and institutions
A Jouroey ~ h r o u g hForest Management Issues in the ~ u l l u
valley, H irnachal ~ r a d e s h india
,
Every now and then when travelling in the Himalayas you must disregard prudence
and accept situations whicli in nonnal circumstances you would dismiss a s being
fur too risky; you m u t conqzrer apprehension.
(Noble, 1987: 65)

ABSTRACT
The sustainability of mountain ecosysterns is of concern due to changes and
pressures such as those that occur during expansion of urban functions. in the Kullu
district of Himachal Pradesh, India, and particularly within the town of Manali, such
urban expansion has been proceeding at an accelerateci rate for the past three decades- As
in many Himalayan regions, sustainability in this area is significantly linked to the forest;
forest products and forests play an integral role in maintainhg the balance of the
ecosystem. Urban expansion has implications for the region's forests because it has
created incrwed pressure on forest resources.
The impacts of urban expansion on forests are numerous. There have been
responses to pressures on forest areas located near the town of Manali, and in particular

with respect to pressures on forest use areas used by villagers. There are, however,
differences in perception of 'forest area', rooted in the ways in which local people and the
Forest Department value and describe the forest, which impact the dynamic between
these groups. This research focuses on examining some of the ways in which various
organizations and institutions that contribute to forest management have responded to the
pressures k i n g placed on this resource.
The setting and the general scope of this research corne from a larger Shastri
Indo-Canadian Institute project, "Urban Development and Environmental impacts in a
Mounfain Context". The research objectives of this thesis included exploring newly
initiated Joint Forest Management projects in the ara, exarnining the role of womrn in
the management of forests at the village level, and the analysis of institutional responses
to pressures on the forest social-ecoIogica1system resulting from urban development.
These research objectives were addressed pnmarily through semi-stmctured
interviews, participant observation, and some direct participation. Some local secondary
sources were also utilized. Research efforts were concentrated in the villages of Old
Manali, Pnni, and Solang, as well as in the town of Manali itself. Interviews also took
place in the nearby villages of Sial, Dhungri, and Chachoga, and Forest Department
Officials were interviewai on several occasions throughout the field season.
As one of the most recent and formai responses on the part of the state Forest
Department, the initiation of Joint Forest Management projects in the area became a
research focal point. It was found that Joint Forest Management holds both the promise
of partnership and also the potential to repeat experiences associated with the policy that
have occurred elsewhere in India. It is in this context that the significance of the
relationship between the Forest Department and local people was most clearly
highlighted.
The involvement of women in f o d dicision processes related to the
management of forests in India generally, and specifically in the context of the Kullu
Valley, continues to be problematic in the absence of rnechanisms that adequately
acknowledge and accommodate the significant influences of tradition. This was

highlighted in the examination of women's roles and gender issues in forest management.
It was found that women's participation in Joint Forest Management to date is
problematic largely because acknowledged barriers, primarily related to social and
cultural traditions, have not been adequately addressed by this new policy. However,
evidence in the form of opinions and behavior supports the idea of traditions as dynamic
and evolutionary. As an example of a socially sanctioned shift in women's roles, village
women's groups (the mahila mandals) function uniquely in the Manali area, in contrast to
other areas of India, by facilitating women's participation in forest management
activities.
Focusing research on institutional responses from a wider perspective ailowed for
an examination of responses to pressures on the forests from a variety of groups at both
the local and the state level, Within a theoretical framework of resilience, institutional
responses were evaluated as to how they are contributing to the resilience of the overall
social-ecological forest system. Areas of institutional capacity and weakness were
identified in all groups at both levels. Institutional responses that contribute positively to
overail resilience of the forest social-ecological system include the activities of the
mahila mandais, adopting JFM policy, upholding local rules in the face of contradicting
Forest Department rules, establishing a fuelwood depot, and switching to alternative
fuelwood sources. "Breaking the rules" ernerges as an institutional failure at both state
and local levels. The strengthening of the Timber Distribution system also serves to
contribute in a negative manner to overail resilience of the forest social-ecological system
This research contributes to the body of knowledge that addresses resource use
and management issues in the context of urban expansion in the Himalaya. It also adds to
the literature that exists regarding the Kullu Valley in Himachal Pradesh. More
specifically, experiences in the Manali area with the early stages of Joint Forest
Management reinforce some of the issues raised in case studies €rom the literature. In
terrns of women's roles in forest management, this research indicates that viewpoints,
activities and traditions at the local level regarding women's participation in resource
management decision processes are shifting and evolving. Perhaps more significantly, the
functioning of the viilage rnahiia mandals in providing a mechanism for wornen's
contributions to forest management is relatively unique in the context of current literature
on gender issues and forest management in India. The analysis of institutional responses
and resilience of the forest social-ecological system builds on the thinking regarding
system resilience as including social and ecological elements as part of an integrated
whole.
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CHAPTER ONE:
'S€lTlNG AND CONTEXT'

Wood is like salt - too much is no good - only bring what you need(Old Manali, Oct. 3 1/99)

If you

wunt to steeal wood, steal a big tree so that everybody knows, but
everybody survives.
fOld Manali, Oct- 3 1/99)

Trees in a plantation
planted too close together;
understory is completely
absent.
(photo by K. Bingeman)

The bustle of the Manali bazaar.
(photo by B. Bingeman)

1.1-1

Mounta in Ecosysterns and Forests

Mountain ecosysterns, and in particular Himdayan ecosystems, are complex and
inherently fraught with uncertainty (Ives and Messerii, 1989; Jodha, 1998; Thompson and
Warburton, 1988). The sustainability of these ecosystems is therefore of concem when
faced with changes and pressures such as those occuning in a process of urbanization.
Within the Kullu district of Himachal Pradesh, India, urbanization has been proçeeding at
an accelerated rate in the past three decades.

Traditional livelihood systems in mountain areas are shaped by the characteristics
of the mountain ecosystem. Jodha (1998:288) terms these ecosystem characteristics

'mountain specificities' and they include a "high degree of inaccessibility, fragility,
marginality, diversity, and unique production opportunities". The Livelihood system of
the landholding rural villager that has evoived in the Kullu district reflects these

'specificities'. Livelihood systems were and are still primarily agricultural, and livestock
are cornmonly kept. However, as in many Himalayan regions, sustainability is also

significantly linked to the forest; forest products and forests play an integral role in
maintaining ecological integrity (Ives and Messerli, 1989; R.B. Singh, 1998; C. Singh,
1998).
1.1.2

m r c h Context

An acceleration of urban expansion in the town of Manali in recent decades has

created pressures on various resources. The impacts are numerous, and the scale of
analysis is important, as both perceptions and realities change depending on the spatial
scale selected. There have been responses to pressures on forest areas nearby the town of
Manali, and in particular with respect to pressures on forest use areas used by villages in
the area. These responses are socially constructed and although they may or may not be
based in fact, this is not important; concems about the sustainability of forests are

therefore concerns about livelihood sustainability of people in the region and should not
be disrnissed. This research focuses on examining a few of the ways in which various
organizations and institutions that contribute to forest management have responded to
real and perceived pressures on the forest.

1.1.3 The Importance of FOE& in India and HhachaI Pmdeh
Forests are a significant part of India's Iandscape as a whole; recorded "forest
area" as of 1994-95 comprised approximately 23% of the geographical area. Considering
only the actual forest cover, the figure is still approximately 19% of the total area of India
(GOI, 1997). In Himachal Pradesh, recorded forest area as of 1994-95 made up

approximately 65% of the state are* though that figure drops to approxirnately 21%
wheri actual forest cover is considered in cornparison to total state area (GOI, 1997).
Nevertheless, even the most conse~ativeestimate illustrates that forests are a prominent
part of both the physicd landscape of India, and to an even greater extent, that of
Himachal Pradesh.
The salience of the forest resource is also reflected in the incredible diversity of
forest prducts that are used in Himachal Pradesh. In urban areas, local timber forest
products are relied upon to meet fuelwood needs, and are used for construction purposes.
Rural people in this disûict depend upon the forest for many essential producü. Timber is
essential for fuelwood, for construction and for making agricultural implements. Fodder
and bedding for livestock is collected from the forests, and manure mixed with bedding
material is critical to agriculture as fertilizer. Other non-timber forest products (NTFP)
used by people in Himachal Pradesh include edib1e fruits and nuts, honey, wax, herbs and
roots, dyes, kitchen utensils, baskets, rope, fishing nets, shoes, paper, oïl, and resin (Ives
and Messerli, 1989; C- Singh, 1998). Aside from providing various types of products,

forests also have aesthetic and symbolic values and watershed and hydrological values
attached to them. Given that the forest is still central to rural Iivelihood systems (Ham,
1995; Davidson-Hunt, 1995a), and also given that the majority of the population in the

KulIu district is rural, the forest is clearly i n t e p l to the lives of many people in the Kuilu
district.
India's expanse of forest a r a also has other implications. As Gadgil and Guha
(1995) have remarked, the Forest Department is India's biggest landlord since forests are
under govemment control and the people retain only usufructory rights which Vary
according to locale. Under British administration, Forest settlement reports set down in
law the rights of villagers to the forest and forest products (Davidson-Hunt, 1997). It has

been suggested that viliage nghts in the Kullu district were generously defined and that

this may have been one of the reasons that KuUu has not been devastated by deforestation
(Berkes, Gardner and Sinclair, 1997)1.1.4

~eforest;ttion

Deforestation has taken place at a rnacro scale throughout all of India. Ives and
Messerli (1989) maintain that the deforestation process has occurred over a long period
of time (and not in the 50 years or so since independence) and is the result of government
policies- C. Singh (1998) is in general agreement with Ives and Messerli.
However, both C. Singh (1998) and Shiva (1989) pinpoint the period of British
control as the tirneframe in which (due to a variety of circumstances) deforestation began
on a large scale, although C. Singh (1998) concedes that India has historically harvested
timber for commercial purposes,

Deforestation eventually alters ecosystem structure and function and as such it has
serious implications for the people of the Kullu district. The area under forests in Kullu
has decreased from 494 062 hectares in 1971-72 to 342 452 hectares in 1994-95; a loss of
28.26% in 24 years (Government of Himachai Pradesh, 1976-75 to 1997). Although these

statistics iflustrate a general trend in deforestation that cannot be ignored, they should be
used with caution, as the definition of what constitutes an area under forest is unclear.
1.i.5

But what js 'Forest Ara'?

The difference between recorded "forest area" and actual forest cover is not clear
from the Govemment of Himachal Pradesh publication, though other Iiterature (Kulkarni,
1983) indicates that forest areas are any lands containing trees or shmbs, Pasture lands
and any land the govemment designates as such. Aside from the official definition, there
are differences in perception in terms of what one is talking about when refemng to
'fores t area' .
"By forest, according to custom, is meant all unenclosed land more or less
covered with wild-growing trees and bushes." Here, Chhatre (2000:24) is quoting Lyall's
description of popular perception of forests in the 1860s and he asserts that this would
still hold truc for most of Kangra, if not ali of Himachal Pradesh. Forests are locally
perceive. to be everythng (objects as well as functions) contained within an area that has
trees and bushes; people even t a k about the forests as places where there are not any

trees ( e g some Pasture areas are in the 'forest'). This description is vastly different frorn
the perception of 'forest areas' as those with trees; trees k i n g the primary preoçcupation

of the Forest Department, both in the past and in the present context (Chhatre, 2000;

Saberwal, 1999; Gardner, pers, corn.).
As Chhatre (2000:24) notes, the Forest Department 'Kas tried its best to rescue
forest areas €rom being 'covered with wild-growing trees and bushes' by substituting
'useful' trees". This difference is important because it lies at the h a r t of most of the
conflicts that have come to charactenze the relationship between local people and the

Forest Department. Chhatre (2000:26) takes this idea even further when he States that
"[tlhe fact that livelihood activities are k i n g met at all is a mere accident as the
management objectives of the Forest Deputment have never encompassed bulk-use
subsistence requirements of local comrnunities, beyond their recognition as rights to be
suffered". Whether the context is access by nghtholders to tirnber through the Timber
Distribution system overseen by the Forest Department or the implementation of new
initiatives such as Joint Forest Management (JFM), differences in perception rooted in
how each party values and describes the forest impacts the dynamic between local people

and the Forest Department.

The setting and the general scope of this research come from a larger Shastri

Indo-Canadian Institute project, "Urban Development and Environmental Impacts in a
Morrntain Context"(P1ate 1.1). This research is therefore part of a team project involving

several faculty and doctoral and graduate student interns from the University of Manitoba
and the University of Debi. The focus on forest resources is the result of an interest in
the extensive historical relationship between people and the forests in India.

More generaily, research in India was of personai interest to me because of my
experiences travelling in India. Upon reflection after I retumed, 1 realized that the people
of India, the land and the relationship that binds the two together had left a lasting
impression. An incredible diversity of livelihood strategies are employed by the people of
India; the Iatest technology exists alongside (though not always in harmony with) ancient
traditions, which can result in creative solutions to adversity and adaptations to change.
In my reading I was interested to find that Gadgil and Guha (1992) make this same

observation of the 'mosaic' that is India and that the varied demands this remarkable
mosaic make on the country's natural resources prompt them to investigate how these

demands are met, The interface between rural and urban areas and rural and urban
demands is one of the points where established traditions intermesh with 'modem' ways.
In this sense, and in many others, 1 found India to be a fascinating place and the idea of

returning to learn more about the social processes that link the people to the land's
resources in a region undergoing change was more than inûïguing.
--

-

-

In developing objectives, background research was conducted into relevant

Literature, including the publications resulting from the fmst Phase of this project that took
place in 1994 - 98. This process, and consultations with those who had been in the field,
indicated that an exploration of the use and sale of forest products in the Manali area
could prcvide some insight into the more specific dynamic that exists between regional
"urban" centres and surrounding rural economies. More specifically, an examination of

emergent livelihood sustainability issues related to the relationship and dependence on
the forest for subsistence and cash incorne in the context of recent urbanization would be

a logical extension of previous research. 1 also felt that an examination of gender issues

would be relevant to this research because of the roles that women and men play in
traditiûnal forest use and management. The general purpose of the research was to
examine how increased demands for forest products resulting from urban development
and extemal market links are impacting the forest resource and the social systems that

operate within the Manali area. The following objectives were initidiy developed to
fulfill the research purpose:
i.

To identify the types of tirnber und non-timberforest products being used and sold
in Manali and fillu (and possibly beyond).

ii. To detemine the source(s) of theseforest products
iii. To explore the social interactions which facilitate the provision of forest products
related to livelihood strategies by:
a.) gaining an understanding of wherher the process of supplying forest
products to urban areas has resulted in forest-based livelihood

activities that constitute in and of themselves (or can fonn a part
sustainable livelihood strategy.

OBa

b.) investigating the political economy and gender relations in these
social interactions and therefore inforest-based livelihoods.
iv. To gain understanding of the rural-urban dynamic through the analysis of forest
resource use,

v. To share findings of the research with communiîy groups, a d o r NGO 5, to
communicate with local policy-makers (ut the local and state level) and to make
recornrnendations regarding procedures tu implement appropriate policy
changes,
vi. To become aware of the perceptions of myselfas a researcher, a foreigner and as
a wornan, and raise my Own consciousness regarding the relationships that
develop between myself and individuals from the Manali area, and also
acknowledge the ways that these perceptions and relationships shape the research
p rocess.

The initial research conducted into the flows of forest products in and out of

Mandi, and in interviewing the pradhans of the various village mahila mandals, 1
realized that there would be an evolution of research objectives to adapt them to relevant
local realities and concems. Dunng this initial process I had begun to get a good grasp of
these issues, but it was also clear that some of the objectives were problematic. As an
example, 1 found that there were not significant (legal) flows of forest products from
villages to the urban area of Manali, and thus livelihood strategies involving the supply of
timber and non-timber forest products was not a feasible topic to focus on. Gender issues
were important, but not in the context of forest-based livelihood strategies.
However, this process also led me to new issues and situations. These
opportunities could not have been foreseen in development of the original objectives. in
the spirit of flexibility and of recognizing that formulating relevant objectives from the

other side of the world is a challenging exercise, and because it was a natural part of the
process, I began to pursue these new avenues of research. Joint Forest Management

(JFM) was an issue in the area and projects had been initiated in several villages.
Changes to village forest use area resulting from urban growth in Manali had prompted

institutional responses from different groups that contribute to the management of village
The overall research purpose did not change, but in order to focus on the

opportunities that became apparent &ter time in the field, objectives were reformulated.
The first two original objectives becarne irnplicit rather than explicit, and in fact it was in

researching these questions that much of the information regarding institutional issues

carne to light. Objective iii-b, which addressed gender issues, became more focussed and
specific, with the result that it became a primary objective. Objective iv. was essentially

set aside (although it is addressed generally by the whole thesis), and the two final
original objectives involving sharing the findings of research and attempting to reflect on
how my own experiences influence the research process remained unchanged- As a result
of this process, research objectives evolved into the following:

i.

To explore the process and progress of newfy iniriated Joint Forest Management
projects in the area

.. To examine the role of women in the management offorests ar the village level

ir.

iii, To investigate and analyze institutional responses to pressures on the forest
social-ecological system resdting from urban development.

iv- 70 shnre findings of the resenrch with cominitnity grorrps, an&r NGO 's. to
commirnicate with local policy-makers (nt the local and state fevel) and to make
recommendations regarding procedures to implement appropriate policy
cl2anges.
v. To become aware of the perceptions of myseifas a researcher, a foreigner and as
a wornan, and raise my own consciozcsness regarding the relutionships that
develop between rnyself and individuals fi.arn the Manali area, and also
acknowledge the ways that these perceptions and relationships shape the research
process.

The study area centres amund the town of Manali, and includes surrounding
villages in the Kuiiu District of Himachal Pradesh, India (Figure 1.1).The Kuilu Valley
is a region where recent studies have been conducted in cooperation with the local

peoples, prior relationships with Iocal organizations have been established and rapid
p w t h of settlements has cailed into question the sustainabilitiy of livelihoods.
The town of Manali is located on the right bank of the Beas River at an elevation

of 2050111.It is the focal point of the upper KuUu Valley and covers an area of 3.5 km2,
which is extraordinary in light of the fact that Manali boasts a capacity of 693
hotels/guesthouses (1998 figures), more than in Bhuntar and Kullu (the two other urban
centres in the Kullu Vaüey) combined (Cole, 2000).
Life in the town revolves around a coiourful, chaotic, bustling bazaar (Plate 1.2)
where one c m find alrnost anything that life requires and a great deal that it does not.
Laundry beaten clean on rocks ciries in the breeze created by the exhaust of passing
vehicies, while a palm reader aggressively entices passers-by to hear about tales of the
future ( f ~ ar special price). Deep-fried snacks sizzle in iron pans and are munched on
with an accompanying g l a s of chai, which is deftly held so as to avoid being burnt by
the heat of the glass, Buses and lorries blare their homs while trying to negotiate their

way in or out of the bus stand, located in the very centre of the bazaar. Attire spans the
spectrum from the elegant and extravagant salwar kameez and kzirtas of wealthy tounsts
of the plains to the unmistalcable woolen patrrcs wom by local women from surrounding
villages to the retro sixties garb or up-to-the-minute outdoor Wear of foreign tourists
(Plate 1.3)-

Auto-rickshaws, like exhaust-belching overgrown beetles, scuttle in and out of the
other traffic on the Street, which includes not only pedestrians, buses and lorries, but also
rnilitary vehicles, jeeps, Maniti vans, tractors, donkeys, dogs, cows and the occasional

bicycle. During the high seasons for tourism, however, the bazaar is burdened beyond
capacity by the temporary increase in population.
Although Manali is expenencing expansion in area and urban functions, in many
cases the impacts and consequences are felt in the villages that surround the town.
Research efforts were concentrated in three villages in the surrounding area, Old Manali,
Prini, and Solang (Figure 1.1). The villages differ from the town of Manali in several
respects; aestheticaily the villages are more "traditional", as the homes are virt~ally
unchanged from centuries ago (Plate 1.4), and the majority of people derive a significant
portion of their liveühood from agriculture. In terms of the forests, villagers' livelihoods

are more dependent on inputs from the forests and the rights to use the village forest area
are tied to owning land in the village. People who live in Manaii do not have customary
or de j~rrerights to a forest area, as will be discussed in Chapter Three.

Following this introductory chapter, research methods are outlined (Chapter
Two), and 1 discuss guiding principles, specific research methods employed, and the way
in which the experiences 1 brought and took away from this process influenced the
research process. Some limitations are also noted. A brief outline of the historical forces
and recent pressures on the forests in the Kullu Valley in Chapter Three serves to provide
context for the next three chapters, which present research results.
Chapter Four explores the implementation process of Joint Forest Management in
two villages in the Manali area and raises some questions about the process. Issues
related both to the structure of Joint Forest Management cornmittees that are outlined in
the policy instruction, as weU as the operationalization of Joint Forest Management are
identified as serious challenges to the potential to achieve the stated goals of the policy.
Chapter Five is an analysis of some gender issues in forest management, The
starting point for Chapter Five is a detailed examination of women's involvement in Joint

Forest Management, which leads into a discussion of gender roles within the context of

forest management in generai. The chapter closes with an analysis of some of the
dynamics (both positive and negative) that have facilitated women's institutional
contributions to forest management through the village women's organization, the mahila
rnaruial.

The discussion of mahila mandals in the Manali area leads into Chapter Six, in
which 1take a broader view of forest management in the Manali area in order to comment

upon institutional responses by various groups to changes to the forest resulting from
urban growth. 1 use resilience theory to construct a framework that aiiows some
evaluation of these institutional responses.
Finally, Chapter Seven addresses the objectives that guided the research process
and summarïzes the leaniing that has resulted from the process of analysis. In doing so,

some implications and opportunities are identified and 1close with some final reflections
on the overall research process.

Jre 1 : Location of the study
site: the Manaii area on
the Beas River in the
KuUu
District,
Himachal
Pradesh,
India.

Indicates approximate location
of the town of Manali
Indicates approxirnate location
of the village of Prini
Indicates approximate location
of the village of Solang
Indicates approxirnate location
of the village of Old Manali

Plate 1.1 University banner indicating
the October 1999 workshop in Manali.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 1-4 A "traditional" home in
Prini showing construction of layers
of wood and Stone, and featuring a
second storey verandah.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 1.2 Subji bazaar (vegetable
market) in Manali.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 1.3 The spectrum of fashion in
the Manali bazaar.
(photo B. Bingeman)

CHAPTER W O :
'FIELD RESEARCH METHODS'

I cannot avoid a partial view. However much I try to present a balanced
and inultiple perspective, I cannot escape from presenting a reality which
is personal and fallible.
(Chambers, 1997: 104)

Carrying a bundle of bbgrass"
after cutting di day.
(photo K.Bingeman)
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As research evolved in the field and objectives were modifia so too did the
methods used to carry out research. The unique context and goals of each research project
demand unique research methods and so 1 borrowed methods and ideas from different
disciplines rather than confining myself to a single framework. The guiding principles
and ideas that underlie the actual methods used in the field are located within the
postpositivist paradigm and are largely taken from feminist and participatory approaches
to research (Mies, 1983; Achibald and Crnkovich, 1995; Olesen, 1994; Ristock, 1998;
Chambers, 1994a; 1994b; 1994c; 1997).
Research should not be treated as a neutrd, value-free process, or as a simple
systematic search for understanding, but as supporting and questioning (Mitlin and
Thompson, 1995). Although some take for granteci the rejection of positivism, 1 want to
explicitly locate this research outside of an objectivity-seeking philosophy. In a context
where the bias and uncertainty associated with research is acknowledged, the sensibility
of concepts such as shifts in researcher roles, participatory approaches and reflexivity

becomes plainly evident.
Biases, often perceived negatively, c m also be a resource for understanding one's

own interpretations and behavior in the research (Olesen, 1994). Reflexivity
acknowledges subjectivity and bias, not as a fault, but as an inevitable part of research,
and in doing so introduces another dimension of consciousness to the research (Proctor,

1999). Simi1a.r to Ristock (1998), 1wanted to discover the bais of my understandings and
how they might be shaping the production of knowledge in the research process through
reflexivity. Mies (1983) also suggests that 'objective' knowledge should be replaced with
'conscious partiality', which cm be achieved by partially identifying with those being
studied'. My goal is not to provide an accurate perspective of local realities. However,
this in no way devalues the perspective 1 have gained through field experience. This
research and analysis is from the perspective of an outsider. My perspective is a blend of

1

Mies makes it clear that partial identification should not be confused with total identification, which is
impossible in cross-culfural research.

my own standpoint as a 'Western' white female outsider, intenningled with my grasp of

local realities.
Field research was grounded in PRA philosophies and techniques (e.g. Chambers,
1997), and specifically in the idea that research is a creative process, where the expertise
is embedded in local people (Archibald and Crnkovich, 1995). Thus, the perspectives of
Iocal people were and are central to the research. Semi-structured interviews proved to be
the most utilized research technique, but other techniques from the PRA toolbox were
also used. Transect waks were employed to provide orientation to the area, participant
observation occumed throughout the research process, some direct participation in village
activities t w k place, and stories often became a part of the semi-structureci interviews.
Local secondary resources were accessed and i n t e ~ e w swere conducted with Forest
Department officiais, business and hotel owners, residents in Manaii, and people in
several villages. Varying both the methods and the people who were the source of insight
in the research process (Mitlin and Thornpson, 1995) served not only to help in the
complicated and often frustrating process of gaining an understanding of complex local
circumstances, but ais0 to help ensure the validity of information through triangulationWhat follows is a brief introduction to the methods 1 employed in order to meet my
research objectives.

2 . . Participatory Rural Apprriisai (PRAI
Chambers ( 1994b) asserts that participation is now widely advocated and
documented as a philosophy and mode in development, and 1 would add that this is also
the case in social science research (see Archibdd and Crnkovich, 1995; Ward, 1996a;

1996b; Mitlin and Thompson, 1995). PRA is an evolving farnily of methods to "enable
local (rural or urban) people to express, enhance, share and analyze their knowledge of
life and conditions" (Chambers, 1994b:1253). In PRA, the drawing of cornparisons is

given more emphasis than measurement, establishing rapport is crucial (Chambers,
1994b).

PRA methods, Wre others, continuously evolve in the field and so specific

methods, approaches, insights and ideas are continually flowing between the various
strearns. PRA methods have k e n employed in studies with similar focus to this research.
where researchers explored the uses and marketing of forest producü in the foresfry

sector of natural resources management or in forest policy (Chambers, 1994a cites
examples; also Shah and Shah, 1995; Nesmith, 1991). This is one of the reasons that PRA
was explored as a set of methods that might prove appropriate to my own field

experiences. Specific PRA methods that helped me to accomplish my research objectives
included (taken from Chambers, 1997:116- 1 18; also Sheelu, 1994; RRA Notes, 1991;
Mitlin and Thompson, l995:241-3 Chambers, 1994a)':
offsetting bias: k i n g self-critically aware of biases in behavior and learning, and
deliberately offsetting them. (Le. where visit, who with, when - seasodtime of
day) 1would perhaps add, embracing and incorporating biases and assumptions.
semi-structured interviewing: the researcher may have a mental or written
checklist, but the interview is open-ended and the researcher is free to follow up
on unexpected insights. Key questions provide structure, but not ali questions are
predetennined and the interview allows for flexibility of responses (see DavidsonHunt, 1995a; Thomas-Slayter and Bhatt, 1994; Nesmith, 1991 for example).
Flexibility in the field means that structure is irnposed after field research, during
the process of analysis. Open-ended interviews are very useful in situations where
the researcher is interested in hearing people's opinions in their own words, and
particularly in exploratory research where the range of responses may be
undefined (Palys, 1992).
seeking out the experts: in talking to community members they will often
suggest others who know more about a particular subject and the experts will
becorne apparent in this way.

stories: stories (narratives, oral tradition) shared by local people with researchers
should be regarded as a stnictured and formal way of transmitting information
(see Steinmann, 1998)- Indeed, stories are often the rneans by which cultural
hentage is passed on (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996)transect walks: a systematic walk (Plate 2.1) guided by a local individual(s)
through art area, obseming, asking, Iistening, discussing, learning (about land use,
vegetation, crops, local / intrduced technologies, commerce and economy,
infrastructure, etc.), seeking problems, opportunities, etc,; c m be a vertical
transect, loop, combing, dong a waterway, etc.

groups: could be community group, representative group, casual encounter with
some people, focus group. Specifically, the focus group consists of a small
Where other authors are referenced, it is because the information is from a discipline-specific book or
article. In these cases, 1 wished to elaborate further on some methods and this was best accomplished by
going to the disciplinary source. However, these methods have been adopted as part of PRA methods.

number of local experts addressing one specific issue at a time (see Steinmann,
1998; Thomas-Slayter and Bhatt, 1994) and c m produce insights about issues
from those who have experience (Palys, 1992). Focus groups are particularly
useful in later stages of research when the researcher has gained a general
understanding of local dynamics and more detaïled and specific insights regarding
a particular subject are desirable (Agar, 1996).

Participant observation is a technique often employed in social science research
(Jorgensen, 1989; Palys, 1992; Agar, 1996; Bernard, 1988). It is based upon the idea that
the viewpoint of the insider can provide important and valuable insights into the subject
being studied. Participant observation seeks to make accessible and to describe the
meanings and realities that people use to make sense out of their daily lives (Jorgensen,
1989).

Agar's (1996) terms, participant observation means becoming involved in

aspects of community life, observing and talking with people while learning from them
about their view of reaiity.
2 .-3
i Journa1s
Journalling as a part of research methods allows for reflexivity in the analysis.
Like a field notebook, a journal captures the researcher's experiences and persond
reflections, and c m help to pinpoint underlying assumptions and biases. Events
throughout research as well as perceptions, attitudes and persona1 reflections (which may
influence the research process) can be recorded in journals (Ward, 1996a) and ultimately
assist in developing a consciousness of the situation (Proctor, 1999).
Throughout the tirne spent in the field, I was interested not only in accomplishing
project objectives, but also in exploring how the relationships that developed benveen
myself and individuals from the Manali area shaped the researçh process. 1also wanted to
become aware of others' (and my own) perceptions of myself as a researcher, a foreigner
and as a woman and how these perceptions influenced the way that the research was
conducted. The researcher should not be left out of the analysis; 1 wanted to be conscious
to some degree of the assumptions and biases 1 brought to the research process and
attempt to leam from the experience.

2.2.1 Prelirninaty~esearch-Mahi!..Mandal's

Field research took place over a four-month period, beginning in July of 1999.
Preliminary interviews with the leader (pradhan) of the women's organizations (mahilu
rnandal) in 29 villages and in the town of Manali were undertaken to gain an overd

understanding of village perceptions of how the forest was k i n g managed and the extent
of village-level involvement in forest management (Plate 2.2). The mahila manda1
pradhans were chosen as a source of information about the forest and management

practices because forest products are an integral part of the daily activities of women and
the forest has been a major focus for some of the initiatives of local muhila rnandals

(Ham, 1995; Davidson-Hunt, 1995a). These interviews provided some interesting
avenues related to institutional responses by mahila mandals that were followed up later
in the field season. However, more significantly, comments made by these women, along
with information from the Range Forest Officer in Manali, provided direction in terms of

the important issues related to forest management in the area and ultimately influenced
the research focus. Based on initial interviews, three viHages

- Pnni, SoIang and Old

Manaii - were selected as case studies.

2.2.2 Ptioi as a Case Study
Geography, access and village dynamics in relation to the forest were key
considerations in the selection of al1 the case study locations. Prini is not a great distance
from Manali but it is somewhat removed and more importantly there is 'road' access to
the village (Plate 2.3). There are several large hotel developments close to the village.

The village is also the site of a Joint Forest Management (JFM) project initiated by the

Himachal Pradesh Forest Department and an initial visit to the village happened to
coincide with a JFM meeting. The mahila manda1 in Prini, though active in protecting the
forest previously, has become fragmented due to political differences, making their
participation in J F M as a cohesive group difficult. These circumstances suggested that
Pnni would be an interesting case study and permit comparisons with Solang village
where another JFM project was underway.

The people of Prini as a group were slightly more wary of outsiders than the
people of other villages that 1 subsequently encountered dunng research. Prini was the
first village where 1 atternpted to carry out more in-depth interviews and speak to a
representative from almost every household, and so 1had few expectations with regard to
how 1 might be received. I have to admit 1 was somewhat disappointed that many of the
initial interviews elicited only minimal responses and lacked additional detail or
elaboration. 1 initiaiiy attributed this to the fact that 1 was stili in the process of refining
both the content and the structure of the interviews and 1thought that 1just hadn't gotten

it right yet. In addition, 1thought that perhaps as my face became farniliar and as word of
rnouth let people know of my intentions, that this might make interviews a more
cornfortable process and people would perhaps be more open in expressing their
opinions. It was only after the fust week that 1 encountered a foreigner who had a house
in the neighboring village of Shuru. He asked me how the interview process had been

progressing and then told me that the people in Prini had a reputation for k i n g a more
closed comrnunity than other villages around Manali. Regardless of the 'whys' and
'wherefores' of initial difficulties in interviews, 1 met some very lovely and hospitable
people in Prini and on many occasions, by the end of the day 1 had consumed so many
cups of tea that 1 thought 1 might Boat away. 1 also found some people who were more
than willing to sit down and share some of their tirne and insight with me; they were very
candid and honest about their feelings and in some cases about the difficulties they faced.

2.2.3 ~ o h as
g a Case Stody
Solang was chosen a case study for primarily two reasons. First, geographically, it
was a considerable distance from Manali and access to the village was by footbridge
only. Yet across from the village is the ski hill, which is a winter tourist attraction, and it
also hosts paragliders and picnickers in the warm months. Thus, urban growth from
Manali in a sense spills over into this area. Secondly, there is a JFM initiative underway

in Solang and 1 wished to compare this initiative relative to the process in Prini. The

Range Forest Officer in Manali had spoken with such pride of the success of JFM in
Solang to date, making me curious to explore for myself some of the ground realities of

the project. Addition-,

Solang is unique because of its relative isolation; no other

village has rights to the forest area where villagers from Solang collect their fuelwood3.

2.2.4 014 ~ a n a las
i a Case Study
Old Manali (also known as Manaligarh) (Plate 2.4) was chosen as a case study
because although it was initially spatialiy distinct from Manali, the growth of the town in
recent years has spilkd into the village. The road in Manaii continues up into Old Manali
and has begun to transfonn the parts of the village that are close to the road. 1 was also
intrigueci by some of the cornments made by the mahila mandal pradhan of Old Manali
during the initial set of interviews. She indicated that she would like to expand the
membership of the mahila mandal in her village so that al1 households were represented.
She had some suggestions as to now this could be accomplished and she beiieved that
this might prompt people to take more responsibility for the protection of the forest. She
also wanted to establish a closer relationship with the Forest Department and begin to
establish new plantations in their forest areas. 1 was impressed to see that in such a
relatively large village, this woman wanted to take on the challenge of creating a
community body to accornplish a definite goal. No JFM project had k e n initiated or
even suggested for Old Manali because of its size and perceived lack of cohesion (from
the perspective of one the Forest Guards responsible for Old Manali), but 1 thought
perhaps there were the beginnings of village-initiated movement.

2.2.5 Spending Time in Mandi
It was also important for me to understand the story of Manali as well as possible.
Talking to people there confirmed the hypothesis based on previous research that
although Manali was the centre of change and development in the area, forest
management issues would best be exploreci in villages, However, in intewiewing Manali
residents to 'get the story', it becarne clear that although this was the case, the history and
development of Manali is critical in terms of local formal and informal usufnictory rights
to the forests. Manali is important as a source of pressure and of new and changing
demands on the forests. However, in tenns of management, it is the villages that are

'

Though on the other side of the Solang River, where Miiagers from Solang cut some of theù gras and
livestock bedding, dlagers fiom Pulchan and Buruwab also have rights.

important because villagers are rightholders and they exercise their rights to forest
products in well-defined forest areas. It is also in the villages that local forest
management institutions still exist, Through the stories of Manali and villages in the area,
1 began to sort out the complex interrelationships between the town and the villages and

in particular, how the uses and fïows of forest products affect, and are in tum affected by,
rural-urban interactions.

2.2.6 Other Villages
Interviews with members of the rnahila mandals in Dhungri, Chachoga and Sial
were undertaken primariIy in order to c o n f m statements made by people in Manali
regarding actions that the mahila mandais had taken to restrict access to their village
forest areas. The interviews also afforded an opportunity to triangulate other information
offered in interviews in case study villages as weli as in Manali. Statements made by
Manali residents directed me to these three villages in particular.

2.2.7 Semi - ~ tucto
t
te4 interviews in the villages
A total of 137 interviews were carried out in the three case study villages (Plate

2.5). The interviews in Prini, represent approximately 80% of households. In Solang, the

interviews represent approximately 70% of households and in Old Manali, the interviews
represent approximately 25% of households (Table 2.1). People were asked about their
use of forest products, and their perspectives on the health of the forest in the past and in
present day. People were asked to offer their opinions as to how the health of the forest
had changed, what kinds of activities or actions were responsible for those changes, and
what could be done to address any negative changes. Viiiagers were questioned as to
their awareness, participation in and perceptions of JFM to date. Questions were also
asked regarding income from sources other than agriculture and horticulture, how and
whether tourism had altered Iifestyles, and whether changes had occurred in the village as
a result of tourism. Not aI1 of the above questions were asked of al1 villagers, nor were dl
of the above asked in each of the three villages.
In Dhungri, Chachoga and Sial, 1 targeted mahila manda1 members because my
primary intention was to ask whether people from Man& ever came into their village
forest areas to gather forest products, whether this was still the case, and if not why this

no longer happened. However 1 also todc the opportunity to ask about how the forest
areas they use had changed and what, in theü opinion, were the reasons for these

changes. 1also asked some questions about changes as a result of tourism.
2.2.8 Interviews with State Forest Department 0ficids
1 interviewed several Forest Department officials, at different levels of the Forest

Department hierarchy, over the course of the field season. These interviews included the
District Forest Officer in Kullu, the Range Forest Officer in Manali, the Deputy Forest
Ranger in Manali and a few Forest Guards. 1 also i n t e ~ e w e demployees at the Forest
Department depot in Manali, which supplies fuelwood and construction timber at
subsidized rates. The information gathered in some of these interviews was not dûectly
relevant to the results of the research, but ail interviews with Forest Department officiais
provided insights about the nature of the Forest Department in general and helped to form

a more complete picture of its functioning as an organization.
Table 2.1 Breakdown of interviews conducted in the field.
Interviews

35

Prini
Solang

Old
Manali
Manali
Dhungri

1nterviewed

1

28

80%

l

O
'%

74

25%

14
3

-

Chachoga

Sial

Forest
kpt

Totals

Wornen
Interviewe4

i nterviewed
Men

16 (46%)

19 (54%)

12 (43%)

7 (50%)
3 (100%)
4 (100%)
2 (100%)

1

14 (50%)

7 (50%)
O
O
O

I

i ntewiews
loint

-

I

1 1 (3-5%) 1
-

~ t h e Cornrnents
r

one interview was initially
with womcn. but whcn thc
m m joined, he kpn

one interview involved a
group of four or tive womcn

-

-

one intcrvicw involvcd a
group o f t h e womcn
in Dhungn 1 interviewed the

-

prudhans of both the mnhih
mandals that werc active in

the village
Depot emptoyees
Two Forest Guards
Deputy Forest Ranger
Range Forest Oftïcer,
Manali
District Forest OScer,
Kullu

6

-

-

196

-

1

2.2.9 Some Cornrnents About Intewiews
Table 2.1 shows the breakdown of interviews and households in each village.

Interviews were done on an opportunistic basis at variable timings throughout the day. 1
attempted to speak to roughly an equai number of men and women in each of the three
case study villages, and also to speak to people of a range of ages and therefore with
differing historical perspectives.
Although there was structure to each interview, which was important to interview
flow, in many cases specific ideas or cornments were followed up on or were
spontaneously elaborated on by the person being i n t e ~ e w e d Facilitating
.
this flexibility
in many cases provided more insights than the structured questions would have elicited.
In fact, a ~i~gnificant
part of the anaiysis is built upon information offered spontaneously
and in some cases repeatdly by different sources. For instance, insights related to gender

roles and specific institutional responses to pressures in the forests often came out of
follow-up questions linked to an off-hand comment made during an interview.
Throughout this analysis, the perspectives of Local people themselves are used as
much as possible. However, it should be expiicitly noted that interviews relied
exclusively on the abilities of a capable and reliable local translator who had participated
in previous research in the area. Interviews and excerpts from the interviews used
throughout this analysis are therefore not literal verbatim quotations from villagers. They
have been subject to interpretation by a translator and by the interviewer while being

recorded in the field, but they do reflect the sentiments of the people interviewed as
accurately as possible.
2.2.10 A Researcher's ~ o r i r n d
1 faithfully kept a journal throughout the time I was in India. To some extent my

joumal has allowed some reflexivity and it has been useful in several ways. 1 wûs able to
draw upon my joumaYfield notes in a few instances in this anaiysis. 1 also find it
interesting to look back because 1 see how off-base some of my earlier thoughts and
speculations were in the context of what 1 had learned by the end of my joumey. My
joumal has also served to remind me of the most significant instances where 1 felt that my
presence was influencing the information 1 was receiving and 1 should therefore be very
cautious about drawing conclusions in relation to that particular situation.

Several factors imposed limitations on this research. Tirne and resources, which
are both inter-related, allowed me to spend only a prescribed arnount of time in the fieldAdjusting to the different pace of life and research rhythm in India took some time, but
this soon became Iess of a limitation and more of a way of life. The nature of the
research, the fact that it was cross-cultural also posed some specific challenges- Some of
these challenges were contextual; a iirnited understanding of religion and the subtleties of
the caste system, both of which pewade daily life in India, made it inevitable that 1would
be oblivious to some of the cues and unspoken custorns.
Language was perhaps the most significant limitation to this research. Culture is
embedded in language and without an understanding of the local language it is a
challenge to attempt to grasp a sense of the local reality. Non-verbal communication is
instructive, and a capable interpreter helps a great deal, but there are always nuances such

as humour that are unintelligible and details that are lost when one doesn't speak the
language. Although I learned to understand more than a few words of Hindi, 1 found 1

was very much dependent on my interpreter, sometimes to my intense frustration.
The use of an interpreter in itself also places limitations on research. Information
and stories are filtered through the interpreter's selective translation, and then the

researcher's perspective (even if she does try to take verbatim notes). An interpreter
means one additional Ievel of interpretation and another built-in bias to what is finally
recorded and attributed to the person being interviewed. Although my interpreter was an
excellent resource and facilitated access to people I would not have been able to seek out
without him, 1 found I had to be careful not to make explicit the kind of information 1 was
interested in or the comments 1 felt were important, as this affected how he asked and
interpreted both questions and answers. After a time, 1 became familiar with the way that
many questions were being asked and 1 noticed when there was a deviation and 1 could
therefore discuss changes to the form of the question with him.
My interpreter also perhaps influenced research in another subtle way; in many

instances he facilitateci the opportu~tiesand circumstances in which I was able to make
use of both 'participant observation' and direct participation. Fuifiilhg this role, which
extended over and above simply interpreting interviews, provideci unique opportunities

but at the same time these opportunities were circumscribed by his contacts, resources,
perspective, and social position. It is important to recognize tiiat the interpreter's reality

and experience to a certain extent then becomes incorporated into the research process.

Place 2.1 A guided tour
plantation area on the
bank of the Beas River.
(photo K. Binge

Plate 2.2 Two women from
the rnahila mandal in Solang
village.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 2.3 The village of Prini
blends into the landscape,
while recently constmcted
hotels
dominate
the
foreground.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 2.4 Houses in Old Manali - "traditional" alongside
"modem" constructions.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 2.5 Interview with two women on the lower porch
of a home in Prini (Mehar Chand, the interpreter, is
seated in the rniddle).
(photo K. Bingeman)

CHAPTER TH REE:

'SQMETHING IS HAPPENING IN THE FORETS.. .
HlSTORlCAL FORCES AND RECENT PRESSURES IN Tf-iE
VPPER KULLV VALLEY'

The forests near Old Manali.
(photo K. Bingernan)

Construction of a "traditionai"
style home in Solang village.
(photo K. Bingeman)

One of the most important distinctions between pre-colonial times and the British
administration in India was how and which lands were included in government revenue
divisions. The designation of land was and is significant in two respects. Firstly, policies
regarding forests are directly impacted by the way in which revenue is generated by
forest lands and secondly, the designation of land, through forest policies, indirectly
affects the system of property rights to forests. In pre-colonial times, large expanses of

forests and 'wastelands' were not included within revenue divisions (C. Singh, 1998) and
local rights to forests were not clearly documented (Guha, 1989; Davidson-Hunt, 199%);
there was only customary regulation of people's rights over forest lands and forest
produce (Kulkarni, 1983). This meant that govemments generally had Little interest in the
management of these lands and forest policies did not significantly infringe on the daily
lives of villagers4. Forest management was therefore effected at the village level in the
Himalaya and elsewhere in India (Gadgil and Guha, 1995) and viilagers had de facto (if
not de jure) rights to al1 forests within village boundaries (Guha, 1989). The uncultivated
land of villages, includinp forest areas, was managed and used cornmunally (Agarwal,
1994). An awareness existed in pre-colonial India of the value of forest timber as a

cornrnodity and a market of sorts for timber did exist. However, the incentive and the vast
market for timber facilitated by colonial ties to Britain did not exist at the urne and the
scale of deforestation paled in cornpaison to what was to later occur (C. Singh, 1998).

British control in India drastically altered the existing system associated with the
forests both at the govemment and village level, although colonial administration of
forests applied to parts of India, not the country in its entirety. The British were not
lacking in vision regarding the commercial value of the seemingly endless forests in
India, and it was with the establishment of firm British control in hdia that timber
extraction began in earnest (C.Singh, 1998). Early British treatrnent of Indian forests
involved harvesting on a massive scale to supply Britain with timber for shipbuilding and
4

There were exceptions; in some of the princely states and in certain of the Moghul and Sikh jurisdictions,
'the state' was actively involved in forest management at the local level (Hamilton?)
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other materials. Initial colonial revenue policy was sirnilar to the pre-colonial system and
did not include forests as revenue lands, but as the property of the village communities
within whose boundaries they fell (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). The policy nevertheless
contributed to the denudation of forests in that the removai of trees resulted in land that
could be assessed for revenue. Thus, forests were simply an obstruction to agriculture and
therefore to prosperity (GadgiL and Guha, 1992). Compounding these incentives to
devastate the forests was the decision to build the great railway network, adding pressure
on forests not only for construction materials and rail sleepers, but pnor to the coal mines
to fuel the engines, this burden also fell to the forests (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). The scale
of the deforestation that took place up until, and to a certain extent subsequent to, the fnst
Forest Act in India in 1878 leaves Little question as to the relationship between
colonialism and ecological decline according to Guha (1989) and the many others who
have comrnented on this subject (Shiva, 1989; Gadgil and Guha, 1992; Ives and Messerli,
1989; C.Singh, 1998).

-

The formalization of forest management practices (i.e. forests brought under state
ownership and control) took place in India through the formation of the impenal forest
department in 1864 and was secured through the enactment of the Govemment Forest
Act 1865, which was quickly replaced by the Indian Forest Act L878. The nationalization
of India's forests was couched in concems regarding the supply of timber for
development in India and in particular, for the expansion of the Indian Railway (Gadgil
and Guha, 1992).

As the imperial forest department was formed to check the deforestation of past
decades, this required a mechanism for the state to assert and safeguard control over the
forests. To accomplish this control effectively, legislation was required that curtailed the
previously 'unrestncted? access enjoyed by comrnunities (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). This
marked a radical adjustment in government policy and in community rights to the forests.
The first Indian Forest Act of 1865 was s w n replaced by a more comprehensive piece of
legislation, the Indian Forest Act 1878 (Kukarni, 1983). The legislation gave the
government sweeping powers to designate lands as state forests; outlining rules for use,

punishable offences, and empowerhg the governent to make rules regarding the
preservation of trees.
The priorities of colonial forestry were essentially commercial in nature (Gadgil
and Guha, 1992; Guha, 1989; C. Singh, 1998), and the classification of forests under the

Indian Forest Act 1878 reflect. these commercially/revenue-generating oriented values.

Reserved forests were created in areas remote fi-orn habitation where
there were limited or no rights, or in areas close to the villages where
there kvas szrfFcient orher forest land available for use by local people.
Demarcated protected fo rests (DPF) were generally those remote from
habitation ofren containing valuable timber species such as deodar
(Cedrus deodara); rights were clearly defined in theseforests. More righrs
were permitted in the less cornmercially valiiable portions of these forests.
DPF difered fram undernarcated protected forests (UPF) in that grazing
rights were clearly defrned and the land could not be alienated for
cultivation. UPF's close to habitation were considered tu be a resource
availablefor cultivation and a supply of grazing and tree products.
(ODA, l994:6)

In other words, areas designated as Reserved Forests were often lands that were

"compact and valuable areas" (Gadgil and Guha, 1992:134) and well comected to towns
that would lend themselves to sustained exploitation. In these areas, totd state control
was exercised by extinguishing private rights, tramferring them elsewhere, or in some

exceptional cases, by allowing limited access. Within Demarcated Protected Forests
rights were recorded, but not settled (written into law) (Gadgil and Guha, 1992) and
control was maintaineci through provisions for the resewation of specific species and also
for the closure of the forest to grazing and fuelwood collection as required by the
govemment?. Over the years, many DPF areas were reclassified as Reserved Forests in
India, thus gradually increasing the control by the state.
The monumental task of demarcating and classifying India's forests and in the
process, recording the nghts of local people to the forests, was accomplished through the
Forest Settlement. The Forest Settlement was carried out under the purview of local
Forest Department Officials. In order to claim rights in the forest, individuals had to

This is true in general in India, but as will be demonstrateci, the situation in the Kuiiu Valley is sornewhat
unique.

petition the Forest Settlement Officer, and this individual had the power to record such
rights and ensure their provision (Kulkami, 1983).

Anderson, the Forest Settlernent Officer, was involved in the forest settlement in
the Kullu district in Himachal Pradesh until 1886, but A.H. Diack ultimately completed
the settlement, An extensive area totaling 1200 square miles was demarcated and

approximately 6û percent of the total forest areas in Kullu were designated demarcated or
resewed forest area (C.Singh, 1998).
In contrast to other areas of India, the forest settlement process in the KuUu

District did not result in the termination of rights to the forest, but rather their acceptance
and formalization (ODA, 1994). Under the Anderson settlement report of 1886, only
limited areas of forest were placed in the category of Reserved Forest; the greatest
proportion was defined as Protected, primarily in recognition of the importance of the
needs of local people (ODA, 1994). Like Lyall in the context of the forest settlement in
the District of Kangra, Anderson, in some of his writings, revealed his concern for
people's dependence on forest rights for their existence (Davidson-Hunt, 1997).
Nevertheless, he was obiiged to operate within the directive of the Forest Act 1878,
which was to demonstrate state ownership of the forests and virtually extinguish village
customary usufructory rights (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). The compromise was that
Demarcated Protected Forests (DPF) were divided into first and second class protected
forests. First class forests tended to be nearer to the villages andor containeci more
valuable timber and had more restricted rights. Anderson also used the Revenue
Settlement and the rights recorded therein as justification for upholding local rights to the
forest (Davidson-Hunt, 1995b). ïhese local rights persist in the present day and are
exercised in customary 'tillage use areas", each of which are well defined for each
village. However, forest rights were vested in the individual, not the village, rnaking it
difficult for the village to regulate the activities of its members and forest rights also
became tied to land ownership, so that anyone who did not own land wris not guaranteed
forest rights (ODA, 1994).
The forest settlement in Kullu was exceptional in its generous definition of village

rights and resulted in a diminished Reserved Forest and a larger forest area with recorded

village rights (in cornparison with other parts of India). Yet, responsibilities for
management, regulation and enforcement were nevertheless appropriated by the state
under the Indian Forest Act of 1878. This is the de jure situation in the present day.
Gadgil and Guha (1992) observed that perhaps the most senous consequence of
colonial forestry was the (de jure and in most regions, the de facto) erosion of traditional
conservation and management systems through the changes in proprietary status of the
forests (Gadgil and Guha, 1992)- This alienation of the villagers from their forests in
most regions of India also undennined the capacity of forest-dependent modes of
subsistence for sustainability. Recent research by Berkes, Davidson-Hunt and DavidsonHunt (1998), Duffield et al. (1998), Duffield (1997), Davidson-Hunt (1995b; 1997)
suggests that the generous definition of forest rights in the Kullu District helped to
prevent t!e complete alienation that Gadgil and Guha (1992) refer to, and that defacto or
customary management practices of common lands survive in the present, dong with the
de facto use of village forest areas, though no provisions for local management exist in

law6.

3.5

CURRENT
LEG~SLATIONAND POLICY
Presently, forest management takes place within the legislative context of the

lndian Forest Act 1927 and within the context of the National Forest Policy of 1988 and a
Joint Forest Management circular of 1990. The indian Forest Act 1927 was "brought into

existence to consolidate law relating to forests, the transit of forest produce and duty
leviable on tirnber and other forest products" and it makes "provisions for reservation of
forests, its protection, imposed prohibitions, and restrictions in dealing with forest
property" (GO1 Ministry of Environment and Forests, 1998). This legislation does not
recognize the forest rights of villagers beyond those rights that were outlined in the Forest
Settlement accompanying the Indian Forest Act 1878. However, the National Forest
Policy of 1988 signified a shift in priorities toward environmental conservation and
protection, meeting fuelwood, fodder, minor forest products and small timber needs of
rural and tribal populations and was a departure from pnor forest policies that focused on

The de jure context in which this management occurs implies permission unless prohibited, so in effect it
is not strictly contrary to the law,

meeting industrial and commercial forest product needs and maximizing revenue (Sarin,
199%). Up to this point, and even today in law (given that the 1927 Act is the formal
Iegal instrument that guides forest management), the primary focus of forest management
has been on sustained timber yields and conservation has been a secondary concern

(ODA, 199417.

Another less formalized, yet criticai principal that ccurrentiy influences Forest
Department operations is the Joint Forest Management (JFM)circular issued in 1990 by
the Government of India. The circular was a policy instruction that defmed an operational

and institutional frarnework for the 1988 National Forest Policy. Neither the policy nor
the circular goes as far as to deIegate any management or regulatory responsibility to

local people, but JFM represents an important shift in attitude and approach to the
management of the forests.
In the KuUu District at the local level, the Joint Forest Management cornmittees

that are being fomed as a result of the policy instruction, the rnahila mandais (viiiage
women's organizations), and viilage rules-in-use are examples of institutions important in
the management of the forest. These groups and their associated institutions will be
detailed as the discussion progresses.

The past two centuries have seen several extemal factors imposed upon the local
village-centric system of landuse and land management. The latest and least organized of
these forces has taken the form of rampant growth of commercial activities in horticulture
and tourism and related urban services and functions. Commercial horticulture and

tourism are not new phenomena to the Kullu District of Himachal Pradesh, or to the town
of Manali. Orchardry has played a small role in the economy since the arriva1 of the
British in the 1870's (Gardner, 1995), and the Western Himalaya has long b e n a

destination for various tourists and pilgrims (Sarin and Singh, 1995). However, in the
past three decades, several factors have combined to intensify the importance and
influence of these commercial activities, resulting in pressure on the forests in the area

'

Conservation has not, however, been entireiy absent from the rationale for the Indiaa Forest Acts. The
Indian Forest Act of 1878 came into king under the 'scientific foresay' approach, which had water
conservation and erosion prevention as pan of its rationale (Saberwal, 1999)

and therefore also on the complex social-ecological system in place which govems the
management of the forests.
Improvements in communication and in transport, including paved (to some
extent) and relatively reliable motorable roads have improved the accessibility of the area
to distant markets and have made the area more accessible to the general population
(Plate 3.1). Electnfication, improved telephone systems, television (and satellite
capability) and the Internet have been instrumental in opening the area to global

influences and have been key factors in subjecting the area to outside forces of change,
and as such have intensifieci the importance of commercialization. The road through
Manali has become a major national road link (National Highway N-21) and crosses

Rhotang Pass en route to the Districts of Lahaul and Spiti and further to Ladakh and
Kashmir. This accessibility has directly facilitated a greater number of visitors to the area
and has made commercial provision and the supply of goods and services more

economically viable both for agricultural and horticultural products and also for products
related to the tourism industry (Sandhu, 1996). As one villager in Solang remarked,
In rhe past, ifsalt were needed, people woitld have tu walk al1 the way to
Mairdi. N o , v people can go anywhere and evenfly to Bombay in one day.

(Solang, Oct. 24/99)
Conflicts in Kashmir have caused the road to become strategically important as a
transport route for troops and supplies to areas of conflict; dunng the summer and fall of
1999, convoys carrying troops and supplies were a daily source of traffic delays.

Aside from conferring strate@ importance to the National Highway, the conflicts
in the popular tourist destination of Kashmir beginning in 1989 had direct implications

for the tourism industry in Kullu. Escalations of conflict in Kashmir resulted in the a r a
becorning essentially closed to tounsts, consequently directing a flow of tounsts to the
Kullu area (Sandhu, 1996). Econornic prosperity and the growth of the middle class of
the Indian population have also brought the costs of a Kullu vacation within the reach of
an increasing number of Indians (Sandhu, 1996).
Clever marketing and subsidies have supported both towism and the commercial
agricultural and horticultural industries. The Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development

Corporation acted as a pioneer in the development of hotels, "luxury" buses and
restaurants and the Himachal Pradesh Finance Corporation and the Department of
Tourism have in the past offered direct economic incentives for hotel and restaurant

building (Singh, 1989). Although these incentives indeed stimulated development, often
those who benefited most were outsiders,
To develop tourism, the govement offered subsidized rates (25%) to
build. At the time, local people were pooc they couldn't afford tu build
and therefore did not benefitfiom the subsidy. When local people became
prosperous enough to take advantage of this offer, the government stopped
offering the subsidy. Outsiders made money and they still do.
(Manali, Sept. 16/99)

The apple products of Himachal Pradesh are marketed throughout India and are
perhaps the most visible horticultural products (Plate 3.2). However, markets have also
been created for the Kuliu Valiey vegetables marketed in the 440ff-season"in urban
centres to the south and the area is a staging point for the distribution of potatoes to other
States. Local people associate the vegetable markets with tourism and recognize the tradeoffs of expanded markets.
Fanners are gerting good prices for theirfnrits and vegetables because of
tourism, but they also mrist puy higher prices thernselves.
(Old Manali, Oct. 27/99)

Population growth in general has occurred throughout the area, in addition to the
population growth in Mmali attributable to in-migration. This has both heightened the
importance of tourism and commercial activities as weii as directly put pressure on the
forestsThe recent boom in tourism and commercial horticulture is manifest in many
ways in Manali. Manali was declared a town in 1981 and in 1997, the local govenunent
became an elected Nagar Panchayat - a form of local govemment, which, according to
the Indian Constitution, is reserved for an area "in transition from a rural to an urban

area" (Cole, 2000). The number of guesthouses and hotels has increised drarnaticaily in
the rush to provide accommodation for seasonal visitors, and the number of shops to
supply both souvenirs and handicrafts and other provisions similarly expanded (Cole,
1999). A concurrent increase in services such as medical facilities, restaurants, and taxis

and in various urban hinctions and associated pressures from solid wastes and sewage has

also taken place during these decades.

A brïef look at the story of Manali town, its origins and initial expansion is

important in terms of understanding rights to the forest and forest products and also
explaining why it made sense to move beyond Manali and concentrate research in a few
villages within the surrounding area. Forces of change in recent decades remain most
relevant to what is happening in the current context of forest management, but a closer
examination of the implications of some of these changes for Manali residents further
adds to the overalI understanding of the complexities of forest management.
The town of Manali actually borrows its name from the adjacent village of 'Old

Manali' or Mandigarh, as it is now known in order to distinguish it from the town of
Manali. Since 1870, when Scottish Forester Duff Dunbar built his house in Dhungri and

up until the 19507s,the officia1 name of Manali (on maps and other documents) was Duff
Dunbar (Chetwode, 1972; Singh, 1989; Shabab, 1996). However, the spot was known

locally as Dana or Dana Bazaar, which was translated to me to mean 'fodder for the
horses'. Chetwode (1972) also translates Dana as 'fodder' and sirnilarly, Singh (1989)
translates Dana as 'grain'. Regardless, Dana was a stop for explorers and traders
travelling on mules or ponies to collect fodder for the onward joumey to and over
Rohtang Pass and onwards to Lahaul, Spiti, or further to Ladakh. Thus, Manali was not a
village that developed into an 'urban centre' but rather a rest stop on a trade route that
grew into a tourist destination and a staging point for access to larger commercial markets
on the plains. Consequently, unlike villages in the area whose residents exercise
usufructory rights in various forest areas, there are no forest areas that are known as
'Mandi's forestsV8.
Singh (1989: 38) cornments, "Surprisingly, what was once a mere cluster of a few

farmsteads, Manali has acquired a personality of a tourist agglorneration, vying with
many a nature resort in the adjoining Kashrnir Himalaya." Manaii began its initial

Aside frorn the Mandi Sanctuary - a Reserved Forest - though even this area is claimed as a usufructory
area for livestock bedding by the villagers o f OId Manaii (though they don't daim exclusive use).

expansion following a visit in 1958 by then Prime Minister Jawarhalal Nehru, who
"waxed eloquent in its praise, having discovered a place of exceptional cairn and natural

beauty" (Singh, l989: 104). Local residents also mark Nehru's visit as a significant event
that was to help promote the town as a tourist destination. The government of the timeg

capitalized on the media publicity of Nehru's visit and began a program to develop
tounsm infrastructure in the region (Cole, 2000).
Also of significance to the beginning stages of urban development in Manali was
the Kullu to Manali road. Singh (1989:138)

suggests that the expansion of

accommodation in Manali was concurrent with the completion of the Kulu Manali road
by the government of Himachal Pradesh, "Tourists tide sweiied after the road, and

tourism F i y established its feet in the 60's." Still, the Pace of growth was slow; the
owner of a dry goods store in the bazaar recailed that even in the mid seventies,
Manali bazaar used to have one fine of small stores that were really only
sheds; there weren 't any buildings.
(Manaiî, Sept. 17/99)

Another resident cornmented,
Twenty to îwenty-five years ago the area above the bazaar kvas all [rice]
paddy jïelds.
(Manali, Aug. 4/99)

The paddy fields referred to above and the process by which the land was

eventualIy converted to its current condition, where Little remains undeveloped, have
implications in terms of the rights of Manali residents to the forests. The paddy fields
were owned primarily by the vilhgers of nearby Sial, though the town has also expanded

ont0 the lands of villagers from Dhungri and now infringes on OId Manali. Many
villagers have sold, leased, or themselves developed what was once agricultural land.
Whether it is tme under the law or not, the perception and de facto present situation is
that those land-owning 'outsiders' do not have rights to the forests, even though the land
purchased was originally part of village holdings.
Himachal Pradesh did not exist as a state until 1971.
-38-

Manali residents don't have rights to collect firehvoodfrom theforests; we
don't have rights on any jorest areas.
(Manali, Sept. 17/99)
Villagers still have rights, but in the bazaar we don 't have rights. Go to
the villages.
(Manaii, Sept. 17/99)

Yet this is a recent issue; the abundance of forest resources in the past meant that
there was Little concern over who was using the forests, what area they were procuring
forest products from, and whether they had rights to do so.

There used to be su mrich wood lying around, no one used to cure or say
anything if someone took a fallen tree.
Manali, Sept. 17/99)

3.9

CHANCEST 0 FORESTAREAS
AND REASONS
FOR CHANGE
As of summer 1999, the situation regarding forest resources is much different.

The growth of Manali and al1 of the associated changes discussed above have resulted in

pressure on forest resources and, according to local people, one of the most important
manifestations of this pressure is the felling of trees (Plate 3.3). The changes to the forest
as a whole do not appear to be significant in terms of area under forest cover;
photographie documentation shows that the area under tree cover has not receded to any

significant extent in the past decades (Duffield et ai., 1998), and in some areas the
boundary of the forest has in fact expanded (Gardner et al., 1997). Changes have taken
place, however, in terms of the density of tree cover, species composition, a p class
structures, and the accessibility of useful species to any one comrnunity (Duffield et al.,
1998; Duffield, 1997). The felling of trees has been concentrated in village forest use
areas that are utilized extensively by villagers. It is the changes to these areas and the
associated changes to the availability of the forest products collected and harvested from
village forest areas that are a source of local concem and have led to the emergence of
issues of rights and rules regarding the forests.
There used io be so miich broken and dead wood in the forest. Now, from
a distance, the forest is still there but when you go, there is nothing, no

broken branches. The needles from the trees rrsed ro be two feet deep on
the forestfloor and now you end ~rpbringing mud as well as needles.
(OId Mana, Oct. 3 1/99)
People from Manaii used to corne [to use ourforests] and some still corne

- - . In the past, there ,vas lots of wood, so no one used to stop them fiom
coming, but since the mahila mandai came into existence, we have stopped
allowing rhis. We thought the forests would disappear so we started
restrïcting who could use the forest. We wondered where our children
would go so we began to stop themfrom coming.
(Dhungri, Oct. 17/99)

Trees have been feiled to supply different needs. One of the questions that usuaily
generated a great deal of discussion during semi-structured interviews was how the
forests had changed over the past three decades (or as far as they couid remember) and
what the reasons were for those changes. Usuaily, people Listed several factors they

considered relevant in terms of changes to the forest. Table 3.1 depicts some of the most
cornmon responses from villagers in Pnni, Solang, and Old Manali. Although many
people mentioned illegai felling as reason for the changes to their forests, this is a general
comment and cloaks the specific reasons for which the trees were feiled. Those who
elaborated on the subject indicated that in earlier years, timber was in demand for boxes
in which to transport apples. Multiple sawmills in villages where previously only one had
existed or none at ail became the norrn and one sawmill owner in Old lManali indicated
that before the use of local timber for apple boxes was banned in 1985 or 1986 the

sawmills were running 24 hourdday.

. . . when the apples began to be sold, people needed apple crutes. People
rtsed to get TD rights to five trees, pay the Forest Department, and then
ctrtjifleen and take them to the sawrnills.
(Manali, Sept. 17/99)
People indicated that in recent years, trees have been felled to supply the
construction boom in the Manali area to build guesthouses and hotels,
Manali town is built from theforest of Old Manali.

(Old Manali, Oct. 26/99)

As the hotels have increased, rhe forest has decreased

(Old Manali, Oct- 26/99)
Since building, constniction, hotels, torrrism, people are not rhinking; rhey
chop doivn the trees and lise a Little and sell the rest,

Local people also indicate that an increase in the number of houses and structures
being built, which viilagers attribute to population increases, has significantly affected
their village forest use areas (Table 3.1)The needs of the people have increased because the population has
increased. People need wood for cooking, heating, building houses, and
construction,

Table 3.1: Reasons given by villagers for changes in the state of local forest
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Local people's cornments about changes to their forest areas and the reasons
given for these changes should neither be accepted wholesale as completely accurate, nor
should they be rejected out of hand as speculation. They should be regarded with caution
without support from other sources. However, the fact that a number of people
independently voice similar concems indicates that changes to forest areas are a real issue
at the locai level.

As one of the most recent initiatives designed to rehabilitate and reforest degradeci

forest areas in India, Joint Forest Management (JFM) is predicated on local participation
in forest management. The perception that village forest areas are changing is therefore

an important ingredient for the initiation of Joint Forest Management projects. In the

Manali area then the pressures on village forest use areas as a result of expansion and
growth in the town of Manali have established a context in which JFM is feasible. In

Chapter Four, 1 explore the implementation process of JFM in two villages near Manali
and comment upon the dynamics that are influencing this process.

Plate 3.1 Working to make the road to
Rohtang Pass negotiable foliowing a
landslide.
(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 3-3 Evidence of illegal feUing in
forest areas used by the village of OId
ManaLi(photo K. Bingeman)

Plate 3.2 Apples growing in John Banon's
orchard, Manali.
(photo K. Bingeman)

CHAPTER FOUR:

'RECENT EXPERIMENTS WlTH INDIA'S JOINT FOREST
MANAGEMENT POLICY'

View o~fSoIang village from the
ski hi11 on the other side of the
Solang River.
(photo K. Bingeman)

The medicinal plants nursery, Solang, as part
of the Joint Forest Management in the village.
(photo K. Bingeman)

As a starting point in the discussion of the various responses to pressures on the
forest areas and changes to the forests, India's Joint Forest Management (JFM) policy is a
natural choice for severai reasons. The initiation of Joint Forest Management projects is
the rnost recent response to pressures on forest areas in the KuUu Valley, and in a broader
sense to the overali forest social-ecological systemlO. Although JFM addresses the
general nationai desire to rehabilitate degraded forest areas and involve local people in
forest management, recent urban growth in the Manali area has created additional
rationaldjustification for the program. Finally, JFM is a logical place to begin an anaiysis
of responses to pressure on the forest social-ecological system as it is the most f o d
response, a governrnent initiative, funded both by extemal agencies and the Government
of India.
Although a large literature on JFM in India exists, 1 drew upon some points that
are relevant to issues in the Manali area. JFM has been critiqued using many criteria, both
ecological and social. 1tried to focus on that which is pertinent to the questions 1asked in
the two cornmunities where JFM was underway, and highlight some areas where
comparisons may be made with the literature. It is too early in the process to evaluate the
extent to which the goals of the poiicy have been met in the Manali area, but it is possible
to begin to comment on early efforts to operationalize the poIicy. The process itself
contains insights into why JFM may or may not be 'working' at this earIy stage. In this
way, the objective to explore the process and progress of newly initiated Joint Forest
Management projects is explored in this chapter.
4.1.i

Thurnbnail sketch ofJFM

JFM is a recent policy initiative devised to implement progressive notions

outlined in the National Forest Poiicy (NFP) 1988 regarding the rehabilitation and
sustainable management of degraded forests. Ideas outlined 1988 NFP such as the
creation of "a massive people's movement with the involvement of women"
(Government of India 1988, as cited in S a r h 1995a) are the foundation upon which JFM
10

The phrase 'forest socid-ecological system' encompasses the idea that the ecoiogical forest processes
and social structures are inextncably linked and each in m m influences the other.

is based. The National JFM policy instruction defines the vehicle for realizing the above
objectives in the form of benefit-sharing agreements between the forest department and
newly established community institutions for the protection and rehabilitation of
degraded forest areas in order to meet local needs. The specific structure of the benefit
sharing agreement and the comunity institution is outlined in State JFM policies.
The first JFM resolution was the 1989 West Bengal resolution. In 1970, A.K.
Banerjee, an lndian forest service official in Aribari, West Bengd, offered local villagers
employment and in return asked them to cease gazing activities and cuthng fuelwood on
'his' field station where he was conducting silvicultural experiments (Poffenberger,
1996). This agreement with villagers was the beginning of JFM". By 1972, the fust
forest protection cornmittees (FPCs) were created in the villages surrounding Aribari.

JFM was not widely implemented during the 1970's because informal JFM ammgernents
tended to be carried out in isolation from one another (Poffenberger, 1996). Forest
officers did, however, communicate their experiences to superior officers and slowly
incentives for JFM programmes were developed to encourage other forest officiais. By
the 1980's, Forest Department officers were actively encouraging JFM. This is the

process by which JFM became more wideIy ernbraced. The evolution from an informal to

a forma1 policy in West Bengal involved forest department officials at individual and
institutional levels, and the people of West Bengal. The lessons Iearned from West
Bengal shaped the national resolution, and due to successes in West Bengal, a group of
individuals from govenment and NGO's came together to draft the policy which would
become the 1990 National JFM resolution (Poffenberger and Singh, 1996).
JFM became part of State Forest Department policy in Himachal Pradesh in 1993.
The goal of the policy is explicitly "to arrest [degraded forest areas'] further

environmental degradation and to augment fuelwood, fodder and small tirnber production
for use by local people" (Government of H.P., 1993). Also affirmed in the policy is that
"active participation of the local people is vital for planning, aforestation and judicious

"

Sarin (1995a) also mentions a pilot experiment in "sociai forestry" in Haryana in the 197û's as also
shaping some p ~ c i p l e sthat later forme. the basis o f JFM, such as membership to dl households and
equitable sharing o f costs and benefits of protection amongst aii members. However, it was the West
Bengal JFM frarnework tbat was uliimately used as a mode1 for other States (Sarin 1995a).

use" (Government of H.P.,

1993). JFM cornmittees are termed Village Forest

Development Cornmittees (VFDC), and it is stipulated that "one adult mail (sic) and
female member of each family shail be enrolled as member of the General House of
VFDC". Further, the executive body will have 9 to 12 members, including the mahila
rnandal pradhan, the pradhan of the youth group in the village, and members of the
panchayat from the village. At least 5 members of the executive body must be from the

general village and half of these 'general' members of the executive must be women.

4.1.2 Fmrniog the issues: Joint Forest Management
Joint Forest Management has been the subject of a considerable amount of
discussion and analysis from many standpoints in the literature. The broader question of
whether JFM is a policy that is flexible enough and suitable to implement wholesale in
communities across h d i a has been raised by more than one author (Chhatre, 2000; Ogra,
2000). However, it is not my intention to delve into the debate on the appropriateness of

JFM. Instead, JFM will be examineci as an attempt to implement a participatory policy.

The discussion regarding JFM within the literature spans the disciplines from scientific
perspectives that examine JFM in terms of forest regeneration and increases in area under
forest cover to the social science disciplinesL2where the perspectives Vary considerably.
Although the scientific literature is by no means unimportant - forest regeneration

is one of the goals dnving JFM policy - much of the social science literature explores the
underlying social dynamics that are arguably responsible for the success or failure of
forest regeneration. Chhatre (1996; 2000) chooses to focus his analysis of JFM from a
historical perspective; and Sundar (2000) comments on J F M as a CO-management
initiative. Saigal ( 2 0 ) and Kant and Cooke (1999) explore sorne of the conflicts that
have emerged within local groups, between local groups and external groups, as well as
conflicts at the policy level.
There is also a significant group of authors who examine JFM in the context of
gender issues and social equity (Sarin 1995a; 1995b; Aganval, 1997a; 1997b; Ogra,
2000; Locke, 1999), and still other authors evaluate JFM with respect to property nghts

' 1 use the term 'social science' in a very broad and inclusive sense.
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regimes (Agarwal, 1997a; Wisborg et. al, 2000)- A broad spectmm of institutional issues
in the context of managing forests as a cornmon property tesource are addressed by such
authors as Lele (1998) and Sekhar (2000)-

Regardless of disciplinary or interdisciplinary perspective, a great deal of the
literature concerned with JFM centres on evaluating the success of JFM initiatives. Some
take a macro view and compare criteria between many projects h m a large region
(Sarin, 1995b;Ogra, 2000; Agarw al, 1997a; Lise, 2000), while other discussions evaluate

a smaller number of initiatives at the micro scale (Wisborg et. al, 2000; Sekhar, 2000). In
the Manali region, JFM projects are in relative infancy and thus an anaIysis of 'success'
is not only unproductive, it is not particularly feasible.
"Success" is, however, by no means the only useful or interesting aspect of policy
analysis. There is a great deal to be learned from the implementation process and it is
often the dynamics and details at this stage which ultimately dictate whether a policy
initiative will even reach the stage at which there are outcomes to be judged as successful
or unsuccessful. The implementation process involves examining context, how the policy
fÏts into local realities; in many instances analysis at the micro or local scale is important

(Lele, 1998). Although there are dangers associateci with applying conclusions from local

level analysis at broader scales or generalizing from very specific circumstances, the
nature of a participatory approach to policy implernentation demands a 'bottom-up'
approach that incorporates flexibility and inclusiveness. In this context, analysis at the
local levd becomes not only pertinent, but also essential. Although generalizations may

not be possible from such an analysis, issues that require criticai thought and discussion
in designing or implementing policy are often highlighted.
The implementation process is a major focus in the literature on JFM; several
areas of discussion are relevant to the present discussion. (1) Participation, (2) the
consequences of the policy structure for the implernentation of JFM, (3) heterogeneity
within communities are issues that have received a fair amount of attention and comment.
(4) The role of history and historical relationships has been discussed to a lesser extent in

the literature, and (5) some points related to the significance of the Forest Department as
an organization have been the subject of debate, while others have been almost ignored.

References in the literature related to these specific issues wiU be integrated into the
discussions in the following analysis:

4.2

EXPERIMENTS
wtm IFM

rN PRINIAND SOLANG

JFM projects were underway in two of the villages where research was

conducted, both in Prïni and in Solang. Prini is a village of approximately 40 households,
situated on the left bank of the Seas River, downstrearn approximately seven kilometers
from Manali. The village is set back from the river on the slope of the hiil that becomes
the Hampta Jot, a popular trekking route into the Spiti Vailey. BeIow the village proper

are relatively gently sloping rice paddy fields or ropa, which are intersected by the road.
On both sides, a small Stream or nallah delineates the village area. Many of the homes in
Prini are of the traditional construction of layered timber beams and stone with the
gorgeous and often ornate verandahs circling the second story. The centre of the village is
the social hub. The primary and secondary schooIs are located here and there is a large

courtyard area, which functions as the volleybail court and game area, as well as the
village gathenng area. On the periphery of the schools and courtyard is a small teahouse,
which also caters to the sweet tooth of the children on their breaks from school. The
teahouse is also a place for the very old, the very Young, and the otherwise idle to indulge
in a game of cards or catch up with the daily news or political debate. The village also
has a dry goods shop and on the outskirts of the village on the road are a few other shops
and a tea stall.

In contrast to Pnni, Solang is more removed from the urban influences of Manali.
However, across from the village is a ski hi& which is a significant winter tourist
attraction and also has paragliding and picnicking in the warm months. In addition, the
development of the ski hi11 across From the village has stimulated the gowth of not only
tea stalls and dhabas to service tourists, but also a few guesthouses on this side of the
nallah. Thus, Manali's urban growth in a sense spills over into this area. To reach Solang,

one must cross over the Solang River via footbridges and then begin a winding ascent up
a steep hi11 for about 10 minutes. The road only extends as far as the ski hi11 across the
Solang River from the village. Houses in the village are clustered together and there are
very few 'modem' style homes here. The central courtyard surrounded by the primary
and secondary school seems to be the focal point of the village, similar to Prini and

indeed most villages in the area. Many of the houses are side by side, sharing a wall and
appear to be single dweiiings, and other houses are uncharacteristically large. The JFM
pradhan of Solang inforrned me that there were 40 households in the village, but there

are scarcely more than twenty homes. 1 suspect that these large houses support extended
families that, within the village, are considered separate households. Many families in
Solang are shepherds in addition to farming the land. Some families have herds that are
kept at Beas Kund in the summer and are taken to Mandi in the winter. My impressions

and information from interviews suggest that the number of families involved in keeping
a herd has declined and many have sold off their sheep and goats.

JFM is about the rehabilitation of the forests and the people of the Kullu Vailey
value their forests. This is evidenced by comments in interviews that indicated an almost

unanimous level of support for the ideas and activïties of JFM (Le. the plantations and the
control structures intended to check erosion and attempt to reduce incidents of flooding).
If tve plant trees and protect them, no one loses.

(Prini, Sept. 9/99)

In this [JFM] there is benefitfor the children 'sfrriure.
(Prini, Sept. 12/99)
The plantations are good and the closwe of areus means that the grass is
rzearer.
(Solang, Oct. 1/99)

Some individuals in Solang expressed appreciation for some of the recent efforts

on the part of the Forest Department to establish a mutually beneficial relationship with
their community. In particular, meetings initiated by the Forest Department with the
mahila mandals to introduce JFM and discuss the priorities of the mahila mandats were

cited. There was also some recognition of the shift in the approach of the Forest
Department regarding relationships with comrnunities.
nie Forest Department told us that tliese are ourforests. In the pust, there
was a communication gap, but now people are beginning to realize that
they have a moral duty to Save the forests. The relationship between the
Forest Department and the village is better; there is more cooperation.
Before, the Forest Depamnenr was giving orders and now they are usking
for opiniorrs.
(Solang, Oct. 27/99)

Support and appreciation, however, do not aiways translate into participation. Nor
are they necessarily a sufficiently strong foundation on which to build a partnership
between a formal bureaucratic organizatîon and a socially and economicaüy
heterogeneous community, which encompasses competing interests and some preexisting resource management structures.
Thus, the above cornments about support for JFM are a caveat of sorts. There is
support for the initiative, yet this does not necessarily translate into participation in JFMIn the discussion that foliows, an initial quantitative analysis of the interviews carrieci out

in Pnni and Solang facilitates further discussion on (indirect measurements of)
participation levels in JFM projects. The quantitative analysis clearly draws attention to
the need for qualitative analysis of the interviews in the villages and of interviews with
various forest department officiais. In discussing the structure of a policy, the point is
made that structures designeci to promote representation of various interests within a
village are not sufficient to create a forum where this can in fact take place. ln addition,
history, heterogeneity within the villages, and the very nature of the Forest Department

organization and operation are examined as layers of complexity that are not only masked
by quantitative analysis but also must not be ignored in attempting to implement a
participatory policy.

4.3

PARTICIPATION
-

IN JFM IN
-

PRINI AND SOIANG

-

Participation by local people in the management of the forests is an explicit goal
of both the National JFM policy circular (Government of India, 1990) and the state JFM

policy in Himachai Pradesh (Government of H.P., 1993). Adequate leveb of participation
in the JFM projects of Pnni and Solang are therefore fundamental to the policy

implemen tation process.
The use of the term 'participation' requires some clarification. The current
popularity and preoccupation with participatory approaches to aimost everything has
meant that minimal involvement of local people has lead to claims of participatory
policies, management, projects, etc. Similar to 'sustainable development', 'paRicipation7
will soon be a word rendered meaningless without an accompanying explanation. One
author notes that the use of the term to describe radicaiiy different strategies has led to
confusion and allows for tbe easy adoption of rhetoric (Vira, 1999). The structure of JFM

allows for input into decision-making at the Ievel of the meetings of the village forest
development cornmittee, and limited decision-making at the level of the executive
committee.
During the summer and fa11 months of field research, JFM meetings were
sporadic. However, this was normal for the time of year. Several people interviewecl
made the comment that during the busy times of the annual agricultural cycle, meetings
often did not take place, though it was not for lack of interest or organization. As a result,
direct measurements of participation in JFM were not feasible. IdeaUy, primary
observations of the process and dynamics of multiple meetings would have enabled the
assessment of participation both in ternis of numbers of people attending meetings, and in
terms of the nurnber of people actually offering opinions and contributing to the
discussion. In fact, there was opportunity to observe only two JFM meetings in Prini. On

one occasion, the Forest Guard was present and on the other occasion, the Deputy Range
Officer was present as representatives of the Forest Department. Both meetings were
sparsely attended and only men were present. In Solang, a JFM meeting had been
scheduled, but was postponed on several occasions.
Through the interview process, however, it was possible to determine the level of
awareness with respect to village initiatives and activities associated with JFM in the
villages, as well as to approximate the level of attendance at JFM meetings. Thus, these
two criteria formed the basis for the assessment of participation.

Quantitative analysis of the level of awareness regarding issues or activities
associated with village JFM projects, and levels of anendance at JFM meetings revealed
several things (Table 4.1). In Prini, 26% of people interviewed could not comment on
issues or activities related to the JFM initiative in their village. This was surprising, aven
that in Solang, ail 22 people asked about J M possessed some degree of awareness.
Similarly, in Prini, only 34% of those intervieweci indicated that they had attended
a JFM meeting, while in Solang, 60% of people had attended meetings. Thus, in Prini
there are clearly difficulties with the interrelated issues of both awareness of the JFM
initiative, attendance at meetings, and by extension, participation in general at IFM
meetings.

Table 4.1. Levels of participation in JFM in Prini and Solang measured through
awareness and attendance at meetings.

Pritli
Number of Households
Number of Households
Intemewed
Degree of awareness of
JFM or JFM activities in
village

no awareness

1

low awareness (haven't
attended a meeting)
aware
of
JFM
issues/meetings/activities
Attendance at one or more
JFM meetines

solmg

approx. 40

35-40

35

28

9/35 (26%)

0/22l3 (0%)

14/35 (40%)

5/22 (23%)
I

12/35 (34%)

17/22 (77%)

12/35 (34%)

12/2014(60%)

The differences between the two villages illustrate a few key points. Firstly, from
the differing situations of village level implementation of JFM it rnay be possible to
highlight some of both the positive and negative aspects of the implementation process.
Secondly, though it is stating the obvious, each village has a unique history and local
contrxt that must be considered on a case by case basis in any analysis. From this
perspective, the qualitative information shared in interviews becomes essential to an
understanding of why these quantitative differences in awareness and participation in
JFM exist. The qualitative comments and information shared by villagers also offer more

insight into the implementation process of JFM in these two villages.

Having attended only two JFM meetings, 1 can not confidently make direct
comments about the extent to which a variety of opinions rnay or may not be represented

or expressed at JFM meetings. These kinds of interactions are often very telling in ternis
of the functioning of participatory professes. However, JFM in Prini and Solang may not
l3 Six p p l e were not questioned as to theu awareness of JFM or JFM activities.
'%ight people were not questioned as to theû attendance at JFM meetings.
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even be at a point where meetings cm function as a forum to accommodate or address
differing interests or needs- There is evidence that at the structural level, there is a gap
between the structure of the committees, which are designed to address issues of
representation, and the reality of whose views are king represented on those committees.

The executive cornmittee in Prini was exclusively male and did not have the
required representation from the mahila mandal. In addition, though not in the state
guideline, but in the national policy circular, the interests of the ' p r ' and the Scheduled
Castes are also to be represented within the executive body. The Deputy Range Forest
Officer for the area acknowledged this and he indicated that there were plans to rectify
the issue of both the representation women and the most economicaily disadvantaged

persons in the village in the future. Yet the Mure to include the interests of the
econornicaliy disadvanbged had already begun to have consequences. Labour for
projects in relation to JFM was contracted out because at the meeting the Forest
Department was given to understand that none of the villagers had time or interest to do
the work. In fact, some of the more econornically disadvantaged villagers subsequently

approached the panchayat pradhan and asserted that they would have appreciated the
opportunity to work. As they were not present at the meeting, their interests were not
considered,
Adhering to the letter of a policy does not, however, guarantee adequate
representation of interests. In Solang, women were represented on the cornmittee at first
glance. The names of three wornen were recorded as members of the executive
committee. However, one of these women had no knowledge that she was on the
cornmittee.

I just attended nvo or three village meetings. I don 't know how my name
was mentioned; maybe rhey just look my signature. I haven 't been mked to
be on the committee.
(Solang, October 27/99)
Another woman explained her role on the executive committee,
When al1 the people are there - the District Forest Oficer, the Chief
Conservafor of Forests, etc. - then I attend. . . they wani the women there
pariicipating so we go.
(Solang, Oct.3O/!B)

Thus, even when the structure is being adhered to, if the spirit or intent is lacking,
representation may be occurring on paper only. Although the importance of cornmittee
structure outlined in the policy should not be negated, from the above discussion clearly
this is not sufficient to ensure ail voices are heard.
-

-

-

-

Representation issues, however, go beyond ensuring that the community groups
identified in the policy are represented in ,JFMcornmittees. Saigal (2000) and Ogra
(2000) have raised the point that, in addition to problems with women's representation in

general, certain subgroups of women, the landless, and the lower castes are often
inadequately represented. At the root of this perhaps are oversimplifications in terms of
describing communities. Although the term 'community' is often associated with
temtorially discrete, homogeneous social units, increasingly there is a recognition that in
practice, this idea of community often has Little to do with reality; communities and
community interactions are subtle and complex. This recognition has sparked renewed
interest in interdisciplinary discourses that attempt to deconstruct notions of community
and in doing so redefine thinking on comrnunity-based management (Agrawal. 1997;

Jeffrey and Sundar, 1999). Sundar (2000) points out that it is not that which is shared, be
it values or understanding, but perhaps the fact that members of a community are

engaged in the s m e discourse in which conflicting values, interests, goals are 'threshed
out' that is important in thinking about communities.
Potential exists in every community for divisions both between and within various
groups. These 'groups' c m include fonnal and infonnal community organizations as weU
as sectors of society. They may be described as 'village politics' or 'village dynamics',
and whether it is as a result of econornic, social, cultural, political or any other type of
difference, heterogeneity is inevitable and results in different positions and interests
irrespective of the issue in question. Community alliances, disputes, the complex web of
politics, and unspoken or assumed relationships are often ex~emelydifficult to unravel.
These complexities are not necessarily readily apparent, especially to an outsider, and
particularly an outsider who must rely on translation instead of k i n g able to directly
grasp the subtleties embedded in language. Nevertheless, even to an unacquainted

researcher, it became apparent that following the JFM recipe does not necessanly result

in the representation of ail, or even most, of the community interests present in these two

villages.
Heterogeneity in terms of economics and livelihood requirements were a source
of divisions between social groups in the two villages. In Prini, the opinion was voiced

that meetings were for the 'rich'.

They do their own meetings. The n'ch people go; we are poor.

(Prini, Sept. 14/99)
This was not a universal opinion, but divisions between 'rich' and 'poor' also
surfaced in terms of access to timber through Timber Distribution (TD) entitlements- h
this case, several respondents who identified themselves as 'poor' made reference to the
difficulties encountered by people from the lower economic strata in negotiating the
process of applying for and receiving timber through the TD system. As intimated in
earlier quotations, the 'rich' reportedly encounter fewer problerns in receiving TD timber.
Or as one villager bluntly put it,
1 think money is going under the table and TD timber is only given to
those who can do that.
(Prini, Sept. 15/99)

In Solang, one of the main conflicts within the village was related to the
iivelihood requirements of those famiiies who herd sheep and goats and those families
who do not. Several individuals who moved their herds seasonally from pastures above

Solang in the sumrner to pastures near the town of Mandi in winter months expressed

frustration at their perceived lack of sensitivity to their needs.
The people who don 't have sheep were asked and they said the area
should be fenced. TIzey didn 't ask me.
(Solang, Oct.9/99)
Areas have been fenced and trees have been planted. It h m caused
problem for grazing the sheep. If they had fenced one area, it would be
okay, but almost everything has been fenced.
(Solang, Oct. 6/99)
Closing both areas [on each side of the village] has made things diffcult there is no Pasture to graze sheep. One area should be fenced and one
area should be lefi open. People who have sheep have a problem; for
people who don't have sheep, this isn 't a problem.
(Solang, Oct. 9/99)

Although there were also many people in Solang who felt that closing forest areas
posed no problems, there were others who felt that the herding families' views had been

adequately heard and addressed,
TIzere are not so many sheep now, there Ïs enough area to graze sheep for
one or hvo days above the village. We spoke to everyone - this is why
sorne area was iefi open for pastrire.
(Solang, Oct.24/99)

Saigal (2000) and Ghate (2000) have descnbed similar situations where closing
forest patches and grazing bans had differential impacts on different sectors of the
cornmunity and on other stakeholders such as migratory herders, and where these
differential impacts had not necessarily been considered because of inadequate
representation. The message to be taken from these contradictory opinions is that
positions and interests related to the issue of closing areas of the forest are not uniform
throughout the village. Further, these diffenng interests are a source of conflict and have
the potential to impact the success of JFM in Solang. To date, herding families clearly did
not feel their needs were being adequately accommodated and interviews with the Forest

Department did not suggest that they had recognized the potential for these opposing
interests to become a source of conflict and potentially hinder the success of JFM in this
village. The Range Forest Officer for the area spoke of nothing but the successes and
progress of JFM in Solang.
Heterogeneity exists not only between groups with competing interests within the
village, but c m also be found within groups. At the time when research took place, the
rnahila inundal in Prini was essentiaily non-functional. Followinp the most recent
panchayat elections and a shift in power, many of the women in the rnahila rnandal left,

The present pradhan was of a different poiitical affiliation and no longer was supported
by the puncliayat and meetings essentially had ceased. There were also rumours that

money was part of the dispute, This had implications for JFM in the village. The mahila
rnandal pradlian had no influence with which to encourage and motivate the women of

the rnahila mandai to participate in JFM meetings and women had lost the opportunity to
bring a coherent voice to meetings. Additionally, any potential to encourage other women

to corne to meetings that could have been provided by the participation and presence of
the nalzila rnandal was lost. This had become a significant factor (though there were

others) contributing to wornen's lack of attendance at meetings, and therefore their
overall lack of participation in the JFM project in Prini.
These specific examples of heterogeneity within the villages of Prini and Solang
are indicative of how such factors as politics, livelihood requirements, and econornics are
mingled with people's needs and opinions related to forest management, It does not
appear that these differences are k i n g recognized and addressed within the context of
JFM initiatives thus far, despite provisions for structuring JFM comrnittees to help ensure

representation by some major interests. It is also not reasonable to expect that a policy,
which is to be applied throughout the state, should specify al1 groups whose interests
require representation, However, this does not preclude the design of a mechanism or
process, specified by local people, to identify the interests within their village.
Addressing representational issues and acknowledging and accommodating heterogeneity
are key to at least having the potential to dixuss or have dialogue that includes
perspectives of people with different interests, needs, and priorities.

4.6

HISTORIC
RELATIONSHIPSWITh THE FORESTDEPARTMENT
-

. . .coinmuniries

have a strong historically based sense of community
ownerslzip to resources, within the fi-arnework of formal governrnent
ownership. "Re-crafring of village insfitutions" does not happen in a
lzistorical vacuum, but builds on this sense of ownership.
(Wisborg et. al. 2000: 23)

In both villages, evidence of the historic relationship between the community and

the Forest Departrnent surfaced in cornments in the interviews. Each of the villages has a
unique historical relationship with the Forest Depariment, resulting from associations
with different Forest Guards and specific to the interests, priorities and personalities in
each village. Nonetheless, individuals in both Prini and Solang referred to past aileged
incidents of corruption.
People in Prini did not speak as freely as many respondents in the other villages

during interviews; they seemed guarded and many people chose not to elaborate on their
responses (see Chapter 3). However those who did discuss issues beyond the minimum
required to answer a question often referred to Forest Department Officiais and incidents
involving the Forest Department in a less than positive fashion. In Prini, many of the
negative feelings towards the Forest Department are related to past and current

difficulties and criticisms of the system regulating the exercise of rights to (in particular)
timber.
We are poor, from the Scheduled Caste, if we were to eut a tree, they
[Forest Department] would take m a y our TD rights. If rich people take a
tree, they do not [ose their TD entitlements - the Forest Deparnent gives
them the tree as their 'fiend'. I wanted to cut down a small dead tree, but
the Forest Department said: 'Why did you not ask fast year when yorir
father died? ntey would not allow it. I wanted to plant trees on my own
la~id,but I thought the Forest Deparnent might say that I had stolen or
taken the wood ifany was used, so 1gave up the idea.
(Prini, Sept. 15/99}
We don't get our TD timber; the timber that was supposed to be
sanctioned for me was given mvay to someone else. We think the
smugglers sel1 it.
(Pnni, Sept. 18/99)
Houses used to have one layer of wood and one layer of stone. The Forest
Department doesn't allow us to have enough wood for that now and most
people can't aford to buy it. In the past, a villager could mark a tree that
had fallen and it wortld be hir. Now, the Forest Department takes these
trees and gives them to someone else. This creates problems. Why are they
doing this?
(Pnni, Sept. 12/99)
The difficulties associated with the relationship between the people of Solang and

the Forest Department were primarily related to the history of Forest Corporation
contracts in the forest areas around Solang. The Forest Corporation is an arm's length
Company of the Forest D e p m e n t that is contracted when the Forest Department makes
a decision to remove dry and dead trees from a forest area or when trees are uprooted

during such sever weather events as flooding or stoms. It is the Forest Corporation

which stocks the Forest Department timber depots (Plate 4.1). Many residents in Solang
associate damage and deterioration of their forest areas with Forest Corporation contracts,

and in particular, alleged compt practices associated with these contracts.
The forests used to be so thick, it was scary to walk in them and they used
to be right near the village . . . 30-35years ago the Forest Corporation
started removing trees on contract in the area . . . When the Forest
Corporation corne, we were lacking in education - no one knew what
would happen. There used to be 300 Walnut trees in the area; we didn 't
know, didn't realize; they were al1 taken by the Corporation.
(Solang, Oct.24199)

There was a Forest Corporation Contract 20 years ago where al1 the
Walnut trees were cut down. Trees were marked, but more were cut and
the Forest Department was paid not to notice.
(Solang, Oct. 1/99)
Theforests have changed; they rrsed to be thick and corne almost right into
the village. Then the Forest Department gave n contract to the Forest
Corporation and people sold sleepers. This was eight or nine years aga.
(Solang, Sept. 30/99)
The Forest Corporation has cut the trees and the forest has been lefr thin.
They cut down green trees as welt as those they were szipposed to.
(Solang. Sept. 30/99)
The Forest Guard and Forest Department are involved in smuggling . . .
People who con afford to puy [baksheesh] are not bothered by the Forest
Depanment. Smugglers and the Forest Department are working together
and causing damage to the forests . . . The Forest Corporation marks trees
and then cuts down more - the villagers and the Forest Department
should be checking up on them.
(Solang. Oct. 9/99)

Many of the comments made by people in Solang are in fact serious ailegations in
terms of Forest Department operations. However, the intent here is not to condernn or
judge the Forest Department, nor is it important to verify the truth of these allegations.
The simple fact that these perceptions exist, whether strictly hue or not, colors the present

relationship between the local people and the Forest Department.
The feelings and perceptions of locai people in Prini and Solang are very relevant

to current JFM initiatives because these feelings of mistrust and doubts as to the sincerity
of the Forest Department and their intention to work alongside local people impact local
cornmitment to participate in such a joint initiative. One woman in Prini surnmed up the
current relationship with the Forest Department very succinctly,
No one tells the Forest Department that they are cornîpt, but when they
are not getting their TD rights they don't feet motivated to go to a
meeting.
(Prini, Oct.24/99)

T'us, there is work to be done in terms of recognizing and addressing the history
that exists between the Forest Department and villages. Ignonng the fact that these
feelings and perceptions exist and assuming that local people wiii embrace and welcome
a new Forest Department scheme borders on the insulting.

The Forest Department has been recognized as an organization having a "rigid
and hierarchical structure with centralized planning and decision-making" (Vira, 1999:
266), and the bureaucracy of the department has been characterized as paternalistic
(Hannarn, 1999), and top-down (Saigal, 2000). The hierarchicai structure of the Forest
Departrnent is readily apparent frorn the professional interactions within the organization,
and it is impossible for this not to be reflected in behavior and attitudes outside the
organization. Although there may be a sincere cornmitment to listening to the needs,
respecting the voices, and involving local people in forest management, paternalistic
attitudes towards Mllagers pervade the Forest Departrnent and go hand in hand with the

entrenched hierarchical structure. The culture of the organization and the attitudes of
Forest Department officers have an impact on how JFM, and indeed any Forest
Department policy, is irnplemented- Individuais are also key to the policy implementation
process; the 'who' does matter and the rotationai system for Forest Depariment Officials
undermines and is at cross-purposes with the goal of building partnerships with local
people.
The organizational structure of the Forest Departrnent is not only hierarchical, but
also highly formal. The lines between the various levels within the hierarchy are very
clearly drawn. In explaining the workings of the Forest Department, the Range Forest
Officer offered to draw out the structure of the Forest Department. His sketch illustrates
clearly this point (Figure 4.1).

Personal experiences with District and Range Forest

Department Officials also reinforce these ideas. One of the first encounten with Forest
Department Officials was recorded thus in my journal entry of July 8, 1999.

The District Forest Oflcer, Mr. X, granted us an interview. 'Granted' was
the right word in this case . . . To see Mr. X,you must ~vriteyour name on
a little slip of paper (1assume your name and perhaps p u r business) and
then the assistant takes it into his ofiice. ifyou are approved (and I guess
we were), eventually you will be ushered in . .. He wanted to see our ferrer
of permission for research and then he said something to the eflect of 'In
what way con I be of assistance?' but he made it sound like he wus
bestowing a great favour . . . [H]e told us to put our requests in wriring
and fathern to him or give them to rhe Range Forest Oflcer who would
pass ihem on to him.

Figure 4.1 The organizational structure of the Forest Department in Himachal
Pradesh. (As depicted by R. Sharmn, Range Forest Omcer, Manali.)

Both offices of the Forest Department observed in this research were shictured
such that the highest Officer h d an office and at Ieast one employee to wait upon him

(there are no female Forest Department employees in the Manali range). In the case of the

Range Forest Office, officials at the next level (the Deputy Ranger and the Forest
Guards) shared an office space (though this was also a function of the fact that they spent
a good deal of their time in the forest areas under theù responsibility). Anyone wanting to

see the Range Forest Officer had to be announced by the assistant, including the Deputy
Ranger.
Observations, conversations, and interviews with Forest Department officials
demonstrated contradictions between some genuine commitments to the philosophy of

participatory forest management intended to be the foundation for JFM, and
unmistakably paternalistic behavior and comments. Other authors have also noted sunilar
contradictions (Ghate, 2000). At the JFM meeting in Prini on September 12, 1999, the
Forest Department representative comrnented that 'The forests belong to the villagers",
and "We need you to help convince the women to corne to the meetings . . . The Forest

Department h a failed in taking care of the forest; everyone is needed - men and
women". Such comrnents send a message of inclusiveness and partnership.
In the same spirit, the RF0 indicated that he would iike to see three or four teams

established just to carry out PRA exercises and facilitate the preparation of village
m i ~ r o ~ l a nFurther
s ~ ~ . he would k e the composition of the team to include one female
Forest Guard, one male Forest Guard and one Deputy Ranger.
However, as Vira (1999: 265) asserts, "The adoption of the rhetoric of
participation does not guarantee the implementation of a new and decentralised form of
forest management at the field level" (emphasis in the original). Forest Department
Officiais also repeatedly made reference to the paternalistic assumption of a need to

"educate" and "sensitize" local people as part of JFM,though research indicates that local
people have detailed knowledge of their forests. Through conversation it was stated that
in the meetings with the villagers, education regarding the environment and about the
importance of conservation was necessary. "Sensitization", a term unfamiliar to me, is
something that apparently takes place through PRA exercises, according to a Forest

Department Official. The assumption persists that local people are ignorant or insensitive
with respect to their forests. Previous research in the area (Duffield, 1997) and my own

expenence and results indicate that this is not the case. Throughout the interview process
(in Prini and Solang and in other villages), people offered comrnents and information that

reflected not only concern for but also deep knowledge of the forests.
Poplar should be planted first to take the pressure ofl the other trees. It
grows qziickfyand the people NEEDfiiefwoodfor the winter. Ifpeople had
a choice, tltey would protect the forest. The trees that are already there
must first be saved.
(Old Manali, Sept 22/99)

'*

The microplan is a detailed plan detived fiom PRA exercises with the community and outlines the
specific JFM activities for that community.

Deodar, kail, and tosh should be planted for oxygen beneflts, prevention of
soil erosion, beauty, and tirnber.
Old Manali, Sept. 23/99)
With the loss of trees has also corne a loss of ~vildl~e.

(Old Manali, Oct. 25/99)
Paternalistic attitudes were also demonstrated through behavior. My journal entry
of September 12, 1999 describing a JFM meeting in Prini is an illustrative example:

. ..

the [Forest Department representative] dominated the meeting and
spoke almost exclusively for the $rst 10-15 minutes. The monologue
appeared to be a sennon or lecture and the translation of what was being
said confimed this. I could not detemine whether the lengthy exposition
was strictly in honour of my presence or whether it was one of the methods
of 'education' or 'sensitization' previously been alluded to.

The importance of individuals and individual relationships should not be
overlooked, especially in the context of implementing a participatory policy and
atternpting to succeed with joint management efforts. Other authors such as Wisborg et.
al (2000), Ogra (2000), Hannam (1999) and Chhatre (1996) specificaiiy refer to the

importance of individuals and indeed in other situations of collaborative management, the
significance of individuals in building trust has been highiighted (Weitzner, 2000). Local

people's trust and respect for individual Forest Guards varied either positively or
negatively in a consistent fashion. Certain forest guards were respected for their fairness
in enforcing Forest Department rules, while others were dismissed as not caring about
who was rnisusing the forests or how they were being rnisused.

Although interviews and observations pointed to the importance of relationship

with individuals within the Forest Department, the system by which Forest Guards and
Range Forest Officers are rotated to different posts also undermines positive relationships

that rnay be established with local people. Indeed, this rotation every few years may serve
as a disincentive for such relationships to develop because of the short duration of the
postings and because there is no benefit or reward for building trust and goodwill with
local peopIe. Saigal (20ûû), Kant and Cooke (1999) and others also have identified the
transfer policy of the Forest Department as detrimental to attempts to implement m.

The practice has been in place since the colonial era and it was designed to reduce
oppoaunities for corruption by ensuring that Forest Departrnent staff would not develop a
personal interest in communities.
Specific to the irnplementation of JFM, continuity with regard to Forest
Department representatives would at least confer the opportunity to build trust. In Prini,
neither the current Range Forest Officer nor the Forest Guard had been a part of the
initial stages of the JFM project, Aside from trust issues, it is difficult for the incorning
Forest Departrnent representative to know the history and dynamics of the village and
local people can also feel fnistrated by having to renegotiate a relationship with the new
representative.

If JFM, or any other participatory policy or initiative is to succeed, it is imperative

that an environment/atrnosphere that fosters and supports participation is created. To
date, this is not occumng in the Manali area. Unfortunately, experiences in the Manali
area indicate that the criticism that JFM has been lifted from the West Bengal mode1 and
foisted wholesale upon dynamic. unique cornmunities with Little consideration or
accommodation afforded to local realities and variations (Chhatre, 1996) is valid. Further,
the potential of existing organizations and institutions, such as mahila rnandals, that
already play a role in forest management is larpely being ignored. Similady, JFM is being

implemented in the absence of provisions for flexibi'iity or for the involvement on any
meaningful level of local people in the adaptation of JFM to suit the needs of individual
villages and conditions of their forest areas, as has been suggested by Ogra (2000) and
Sekhar (2000). Further, in this analysis 1 have not addressed the controversies that exists
surrounding issues of donor funding, state control, and tenure arrangements (Locke,
1999), thouph these issues dso have implications for the implementation of JFM.

This analysis has exarnined some of the issues apparent in the Manali area that
should be taken into consideration in the context of the implementation of any
participatory initiative.
Support at the local level and prescribing the structure of village forest
development cornmittees are not sufficient to ensure participation. Support for
activities that promote the health and regeneration of the forests has not
necessarily translated into participation in JFM, though both villages

supported the activities of JFM almost unanimously, The structure of JFM
cornmittees as outlined in the state policy is designed to promote
representation of various village interests, yet what is outlined in policy is not
always reflected in practice. Further, when structures are in place, it may be
for appearances' sake only.
Heterogeneity within communities can often be complex and include interests
beyond those emphasized or identifiai in policy structures. Each village is
unique, having characteristic dynarnics, politics and issues that need to be
acknowledged and addresseci.
In this context, attention to the history of a village becornes significant,
particularly the historical relationship with the Forest Department.
The Forest Department itself, the way in which it functions and is organized,
impacts the capacity for individual Forest Departrnent officers to implement
policy.

These conclusions are consistent with those drawn by other authors regarding
provisions for flexibility in the design process and the meaningful involvernent of local
people such that unique local circurnstances and history c m be accomrnodated. So, why
is it that the same conclusion is repeated in the Iiterature, clearly indicating that action is
slow to occur? There are several factors that may be contributing to the perceived

inaction. The onus of change is certainly on the Forest Department; unless or until there
is a me willingness to devolve power to local people, informally, and in a forma1 rnanner

as well, the status quo will be maintained and participatory policies are almost certain to
fail. Although many opportunities for the Forest Departrnent to improve their capacity for

implementing participatory poiicies exist, assigning blame to the Forest Department is
simplistic and ignores complexities at the village level. It is important to recognize that
building partnerships and/or rebuilding relationships reqiiires time. Certainly in the

Manali area, JFM is in the early stages. In this same spirit, it should not be forgotten that
it easy to suggest changes through the printed medium, while putting suggestions into

practice is a great deal more difficult, and also requires a great deal of tirne, effort, and
The next chapter examines an issue raised as part of this chapter: the role of
women and the implications for management of the forest. Women's roles in JFM will
form a part of the discussion, but indeed issues related to the gendered division of labour

and power, wornen's participation and contributions in local groups, and their role in the

creation and enforcement of institutions, and the local social and cultural context are
perhaps major considerations in the overall discussion of forest management-

Plate 4.1 Forest Corporation trucks deliver fuelwood to the
Manali depot in fall 1999.
(photo K. Bingeman)

CHAPTER FIVE:

'THE ROLE OF WOMEN AND M E IMPtlCATlONS OF
GENDER REtATlONS t N FOREST MANAGEMENT'

Waiting in line at the
dry goods shop, Mandi
bazaar.
(photo B. Bingeman)
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Women's role and participation in Joint Forest Management (JFM) were touched
upon in the last chapter as part of the analysis of the implementation of JFM in the
villages of Prini and Solang. Jn this chapter, 1 examine the role of women in the
management of forests at the village level. A separate examination of JFM from this
perspective is warranted, given that 'wornen's work' in the villages surrounding Manali
involves the procurernent of the rnajority of the forest products utilized on a daily basis
by the household, whereas men are involved either on a seasonal basis or are responsible

for specific forest products (particularly timber)- However, JFM is only a part of the
overalI context of the interactions between people and the forests, and forest use and
management.
ï h e second part of the discussion elaborates on the wider social 1 cultural 1
political context in which women live so as to better understand women's role in forest
management as weil as perhaps explain some of the barriers to the successful
implementation of JFM, Within this broader context, it is also appropriate to explore
women's participation and contributions within local groups and their role in the creation
and enforcement of local institutions. Examples and experiences from villages other than
Prini and Solang are incorporated as part of the discussion. The perspectives of the
people of Old Manali are drawn upon as part of this discussion and comments from the
people of the town of Mandi, and the villages of Dhungri, Chachoga and Sial are
incorporated to a lesser extent.
The analytical approaches to gender issues in relation to the environment are

constantly evolving and are also relatively diverse. In order to locate this malysis within
the research literature, I begin with a bnef discussion of some of the ideas I will borrow

from theoretical frmeworks.
5.1$1 Theoretical Underpinnings

Why a gender perspective? Ignoring gender rnakes the assumption that men and
women are equal, that their roles are the same, that there is no division of labour, no
difference because of sex (Hewitt, 1991). The fact is that women and men experience Life
in a mostly unequal and distinct fashion in al1 societies. "A gender relations perspective

regards current social roles as established and maintained through power and authority,
and therefore intrinsically contested and dynamic" (Locke, 1999269). Specific to the
management of resources, a gender perspective is relevant because issues of access, use
and management of resources are linked to prescnbed gender roles, which are in mm
situated within the broader social and cultural context.
As an outsider, 1 realize that there exists a danger of importing values and
defining what is important in a culture as what happens in the public sphere, and
sirnultaneously judging women's position according one's own cultural nonns. As Hewitt
(1987:22) observes, "if we see that women do not exert or exercise power in the public
sphere (because not only do we value the public sphere, but in many cases, this is the
arena that is visible to an outsider), we label wornen 'domuiated' or 'oppressed'. This is a
dangerous, value-laden, ethnocentric and often erroneous conclusion." She further makes
the point in the context of some Miiage communities in the Karakoram (Hewitt,
1987: 153,

. . . men and women do not compete for the same kind of work. Both are
essential to rnaintain the household, in the way that tradition, hûnded
down from past generations, demands . . . It rneans that there is
usynrnetry rather than i~zequalitybetween men and women. It is only when
women are jitdged by their place in the male-dominated public sector, or
by male-oriented values that they appear sribordinate and backward

However, there is also danger in defining and accepting any static notion of the
division of labour or gender roles. Jewitt (2000: 122) remarks upon the d y n d c nature of
gender roles and the division of labour when she wntes, "work allocation in al1 cultures is
socially constmcted and subject to constant renegotiation". Further, focussing on
pracucal needs can undermine strategic interests (Locke, 1999:278) or as Agarwal
(1992: 150) argues, interpreting current resource use as an indicator of resource needs
without proper context "sewe(s) as an argument for the continued entrenchment of
women within a given division of labour". Nanda (1991:36) makes explicit this political
aspect to a gender perspective in noting that "the political context in which most Third
World women live their lives needs to stress gender equality if any real gains are to be
made for the majority". So although it is important to try to understand the subtleties of
the different cultural traditions and spheres of influence of both women and men, this

does not mean it is necessary to accept (or reject) current gender roles as culturaily

irnmutable. The broader social and cultural context holds the potential for understanding
the current opportunities and barriers for women's participation in forest management,

and is key to understanding how traditions and gender roles have changed, and can and
adapt,
Whether labeled as part of a 'gender analysis' (Jackson, 1993a; 1993b), a
'ferninist environmentalist' perspective (Agarwal, 1992), a 'gender and development
(GAD)' (Locke, 1999) framework, or not bearing any particular label at aii, central to the

analysis of the above authors (arnong others) is a rejection of the view of women and men
as unitary categories (undifferen tiated by class, age, ethnicity, region and wider political

economy / ecology factors). Women are not to be lumped together as a homogeneous
group; the risk in this assumption is that in doing so, women's exploitation by other
women on the basis of marital status, seniority, social standing may be masked (Agarwal
1992; 1997a; Jackson, 1993a; Locke, 1999). This view contrasts with the women,
environment and development (WED) framework, which does not explicitly
acknowledge or focus on differentiating between the various realities and life situations
of women (Gujit and Shah, 1998).

In terms of environmental and resource management issues then, paying attention
to the implications of policies and institutions for different groups of women may be very
important, for instance in improving participation in meaningful ways in JFM, or in
identifying successful elements of mahila mandai groups, as well as Limitations of such
groups. As such, A g m a l (1992; 1997b) emphasizes the need to concentrate on the

material realities of men's and women's environmentai dependence and recognize issues
of gender that impact participation in environmentai management. These ideas are central
to the rationale for critically exarnining the participation of women in JFM, and for
looking at the organizations in which women are participating, recognizing that these
organizations may have entrenched inequities as well.

5.2

WOMENAND JOINT FOREST
MANAGEMENT
The previous chapter examined the dynamics and factors that were h i n d e ~ both
g

people's participation and overall successful implementation of JFM. From a gender
perspective, it becomes important to understand whether there are differences in women's

and men's participation in IFM,and how the current mechanisms to promote women's
participation are working. Also significant is whether in practice women are impacted in
differential ways by JFM depending on social status, economic situation, etc., and why
the situation is unfolding as such.

5.2.1 Women's Participation

- Pmdica1 Red~ies

In Chapter 4, participation was analyzed by determining the level of awareness
with respect to village initiatives and activities associated with JFM in the villages, and
by quantiQing the level of attendance at JFM meetings (Chapter 4, Table 4.1). These two

criteria formed the basis for an assessrnent of participation. Table 5.1 is an elaborahon on
the Table in Chapter 4 and within it, women's awareness of JFM issues and activities and
attendance at meetings is distinct from that of men in the villages of Prini and Solang.
From Table 5.1 it is clear that twice as many women as men in Prini had no awareness of
JFM, and of those who attended a JFM meeting, there were three times as many men as
women. In Solang, although no one was unaware of the issues and activities associated
with JFM, of those who had attended a JFM meeting, there were more than twice as
many men as women. Thus, there are differences in the level of participation of women,

when compared to men's participation. This difference exists in the Manali area, despite
specific provisions and efforts to encourage women's participation. During interviews,

men also qualitatively confirmed the results of Table 5.1 and suggested that women were
not attending JFM meetings in any significant numbers.
Mostly men attend [JFM] meetings, sometimes winen.
(male respondent, Solang, Oct. 1/99)

Table 5.1 Levels of participation in JFM in Prini and Solang measund through
awareness and attendance at meetings. Women's and men's awareness of JFM and
attendance at JFM meetings are broken out of the totals in each village.

.

1

Nurnber of Households

I

Prini

I

solmg

I

Approx. 40

I

3540

In Himachal Pradesh, the .JFM policy makes several references to women.
Although these were discussed briefly in Chapter 4, the reiteration is worthwhile so as to
be able to compare the theory with the reaiïty. Membership in the General House Village

Forest Development Cornmittees (VFDC) is based on representation by one adult male
and one adult female member from each household. The executive body should have 9 to
12 members, including the mahila manda1 pradhan, and at least half of the 5 required

general village members (Le. not formaily representing

rt

village organization or group)

on the executive must be women (Goverment of H.P., 1993). Some authors have
pointed out that the designation of one adult male and one adult female as members of the

JFM General VFDC in practice results in voices and interests k i n g excluded from JFM
(Sundar, 2000); widows and younger daughters-in-law may still be left umepresented.
Without going as far as to look at whether a variety of women's interests and
IFM activities.

l6 Six people were not questioned as to their awaceaess of JFM or
" There was one joint interview where both a woman and the man

were participating.

perspectives are being represented on the VFDC and the executive body of JFM, in Prini
and Solang the reality is that existing provisions are not resulting in women's

participation even in a general sense, and certainly not when compared to the number of
men participating.
In Prini, women were conspicuously absent from the two meetings observed, and
no women were registered as members of the JFM executive bodylg.The JFM executive
body in Pnni was also exclusively male and did not have the required representation from
the mahila mandal. In Solang, though 1 did not have an opportunity to attend a JFM

meeting, after obtaining a iist of the JFM executive body members, 1 did endeavor to
interview each person- There were three women listeci as members of the JFM executive
body in Solang, yet as referred to in Chapter 4, in two instances women's names had k e n
recorded without their knowledge. One of the women was surprised and did not know
why her name Listed as a member of the JFM executive body, and the other woman
candidly told me that she goes if a high ranking Forest Department Official will be
present because they like to see the women participate. This is similar to cases and
experience from other States in India where symbolic women's 'representatives' are often
not invited to the meetings at all or, even if invited, they seldom open their mouths
(Sarin, 1997).

5.2.2 Ba rrien to Participation
The woman in Solang who is an active member of the JFM executive body is also
the Solang rnahila mandai pradhan. She c o n f m e d that the other two women were not
attending JFM meetings or participating- She also offered an explanation as to why
women are not more involved in JFM,
There hmen 't been any other women atrending the [exemtive] meetings.
Other women did not want to, and I did not want to because I do not have
the tirne - there is so inuch work to do, children to look aJier. When I have
a daughter-in-law then maybe I will have less work, and Z can have an

Eight people were not questioned as to tbeu attendance at JFM meetings.
1 was, however, assured by the Deputy Forest Ranger that this situation was soon to be addressed, and an
q u a i number of women would join the executive body.
l8
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interest in JFM. Other women are not educated and they don? have time
so they don 't want to participate.
(Solang, Oct. 5/99)

Both women and men offered a variety of reasons for women's lack of attendance
and seeming reluctance to participate at meetings by expressing their view and opinions.

Like the Solang mahila rnandal pradhan, other women talked about education levels.

. . . don't really want to because 1 don't know very mrtch, I am not
educated or intelligent enough. I have tirne, but others could do this [be a
rnember of the JFM executive body].
(Solang, October 27/99)
It is unclear whether women in general had been invited to attend JFM meetings
in Prini. The Prini mahila rnandal pradhan indicated that the mahila rnandal had been
invited to the Iast JFM meeting. However. according to another woman,
Wornen were not invited to the [JFM] meetings. A man fiom our
ho~rsehold)vent.
(Prini, Sept. 11/99)

There rnay be several explanations for these contradictory statements. The mahila
manda! because of their relative position of power in Prini rnay have been informeci and

invited to the meetings, but because not al1 women are members of the mahila rnandal,
and fewer still because of recent political conflicts, this information rnay well not have

reached other women in the village. It rnay have been assumed that women outside of the
rnahila inandal would be notified through word of mouth (Le. through their husbands or

male head of the household). If the message that women were to be encourageci to come
to the meeting was not made expiicit by the Forest Department, the information might not
have traveled p s t the male members of households. In addition, if only men of higher

caste or social and economic standing were notified the chances of lower-caste women
and women in households at the lower end of the social and economic spectmm king
made aware of the meeting would diminish further. Although this is only speculation. it
illustrates the point that it would not be difficult for a differential awareness of meetings
and perception of who and what the meeting was intended for to have arisen, not only
among women, but also within the village in general.

Only once did anyone assert that in fact women were contributing to the decision
process within JFM cornmittees, One man in Soimg cited a rule that had been put
fonvard by women. The rule was in relation to cutting the 'grass' (fodder) that grew at
the sides of people's fields. It used to be that this grass was open to all. The problem was
that by the end of harvest (when it was time to build up the supply of fodder for the
winter) al1 of this g r a s close to the village was gone. The new rule barred anyone from
cutting this g a s s unless it was on the edge of their field. The end result, however, was
that people who own more land c m then supply more of their winter stores for winter
from the gass on the periphery of their fields, in relatively close proxirnity to the village.
This also reduces time and energy expendeci in going into forest areas to cut grass. Those
with less land are further penalized by not k i n g able to access this nearby supply,

increasing their daily workload. Thus, the rule that aiiegedly was suggested by women in
fact rnay make the work of collecting fodder more burdensome for certain women. It was
not clear from the man's story which women and how many women made this
suggestion. The point to be taken from the anecdote is twofold; first some women rnay be
contributing to the decision process (though it is curious that no one else raised this
example) and second, the participation of sorne women does not necessarily result in the
interests of a11 women in the village being considered.
Women generally cited time constraints as reasons for not attending meetings and
education levels as reasons they did not offer opinions in meetings; however men also
had ideas about women's participation.
Wotnen are 'participating', but they are not talking Many are not
edtrcated and feel nerÿozis - speaking Hindi [as opposed to Pahari] makes
tltetn rzewous. M e n the Forest Department is tafking, they rnix Hindi and
English . . .[women] are coining and participating but they just sit and
listen - they feel shy. The major problem is rhat they are uneducated.
(Solang, Oct. 27/99)
Mostly the gents are participating. It is the culture: women think that men
are more intelligent and when a woman speaks, no one listens. Women
afso aren 't interested.
(Solang, Oct. 23/99)

Despite the structure and provisions of JFM that are explicitly intended to
promote participation, in the villages of Prini and Solang, the presence of women on JFM
committees is aitogether missing, or merely symbolic. Locke (1999:272) offers one
explanation for the failure of structural provisions to promote women's meaningful
participation, "[i]mplicitly the preoccupation with formal representation assumes that
such women may unproblematicaily seek to advance their interests, vis-à-vis the forests
once installai in general bodies and management committees." This assumption does not
hold true in the Manali area- Both men and women raised the issue of education as a
barrier to participation. Men also acknowledged the low value accorded to women's
opinions and ideas. Coupleà with the fact that women are a minority at JFM meetings, it
is perhaps not surprising that few women may feel confident enough to voice an opinion.
To do so, she would not only challenge perceptions of the value of women's opinions but
would also risk public humiliation. This is in keeping with the observations of other
authors such as Jewitt (2000:124) who concludes, "the ideals of participation and
empowerment are worth Little if they fail to acknowledge the power structures that
influence the opinions expressed and the fact that non-dominant groups, especially
women, may well feel unable to articulate alternative viewpoints".
It should be noted that specific structural provisions for women's participation are
a strategy that has been employed previously in India, notably in the panchayat system of

local govemance where there is a 30% minimum quota for women's representation.
Success is arguable. There are women who are functioning as valuable and contributing
members of the panchayat, but in some instances the original intent of the provision is
manipuiated and women function as puppets, simply acting as the voice of their husbands
(Ogra, 2000).

The above discussion offers some explanations for the low ievel of participation
by women in JFM in the villages of Prini and Solang, both in relation to men's

participation rates, and in generai. However, in many ways these explanations are not
entirely satisfactory; they simply serve to raise further issues. Why do women and men
refer to formal education when the topic for discussion is the forest, a subject in which
women have a great deal of practical expenence and 'education'? Why are women's
opinions not valued? These questions go below the surface and corne closer to the heart

of women's participation (or lack thereof) in JFM- These questions also lead into the
broader social and cultural context within which forest management and forest policy
initiatives are situated,

5.3

GENDER
ROLES AND SOCIALA N D CULTURAL
CONTEXT-

IMPLICATIONS

FOR FOREST
MANAGEMENT
--

- -

-

--

-

5.3.1 Women and the Forets
The nature of gender roles and the division of labour in villages of the Upper
Kullu valley are such that women are the primary collectors of forest products. Women

are primarily responsible for collecting bedding and fodder for iivestock and fuelwood on

a daily and seasonal b a i s (Plate 5.1)- In general men are not responsible for meeting
daily forest product needs - this is women's work. Similady, the collection of fodder and
bedding for livestock in order to build stores for the winter largely remains the domain of
women in the household. The seasonal collection and building up of fuelwood stores for
winter months, however, is often done by both women and men.
Notwithstanding the above, subtle variations in this relationship with the forest

and the rules that govern the division of labour do exist, even amongst villages in close
proximity. In Pnni there were few instances where either men or women indicated that
men in the household help with the work of bringing f d d e r and bedding for iivestock. In
Old Manali, the village adjacent to the town of Manali, a similar trend exists. However,
in the village of Solang there were households where men shared in the work to build up
the stores of fodder and bedding, including households where women were not physically

hindered in some way (by pregnancy or disability, for example) from taking on this task.
One possible partial explanation for this may lie in variations associated with relatively
significant changes in elevation over short distances in mountain environments. Situated
at a higher elevation than Pnni or Old Manali, Solang receives snow earlier and in more
abundance than these villages. The time between harvest at the end of summer and the
first snow fall in Solang can often be shorter, putting more pressure on people to build
adequate supplies of fodder, bedding and fuelwood before first snowfall. Concem to meet
winter needs may be a motivator in mobilizing all available labour in the household at
this time of year. The fact that reciprocal labour practices are integral to other activities in

Solang such as house building, more so than was evident in Old Manali and Prini, may
also contribute to the shared nature of forest product procuremenZO. The point is that
generalizations are possible, but it is important that generalizations do not become
assumptions, as even between villages in a relatively small geographical area there is a
degree of fluidity in the roles of women and men with respect to the forest. It is also
important to note that these exceptions to the 'general rule' highlight the point that
women's role as primary collectors of forest products is not a 'natural' role as is
sometimes asserted in Women and Development theories (Gilgit and Shah, 1998; Jewitt,
2000) and is better discussed in terms of women's various material realities (Agarwai,

1992).

The division of labour in the Manali area results in wornen's daily interaction
with the forest and practical (if not formal) education regarding the forest. Most of the
women interviewai, once we explained what it was we wanted to talk to them about,
spoke confidently and were cornfortable expressing opinions about the local use and the
state of village forest areas- Interviews in Prini, Solang and Old Manali indicate that
women have knowledge of forest fiora and they are paying attention to how their forests
have changed. Among men, there was also a recognition that women's opinions about the
forests were important,
In Indian villages, wornen are itzvolved with the forests and w e need their
opinions.

(Solang, Oct. 27/99)
Thus, women's opinions are most definitely relevant to decisions that are being
made that affect village forest areas. In this sense it is puzziing that emphasis on
mechanisms to involve women in initiatives such as JFM is required. Yet women's use of
the forest, their knowledge and practical expenence, and the recognition of the
importance of women's opinions pale in significance as reasons that women rnight

It will be interesting to observe whether this sharing both within the household and between households
in the nllage changes as Solang is impacted by tourism. At the time of research, several houses were king
built both within the village proper and across from the village adjacent to the ski hill. These houses
differed from the older and decidedly larger houses in Solang (which accommodated either very extended
families, or several families, depending on your definition). Wiii physical spIitting of 'families' and wealth
from tourisrn change the interdependencies of famiiies and reciprocai labour practices?
'O

participate in decisions related to the forests and initiatives such as JFh4 when considered
in the context of social and cultural traditions.

5.3.2 The lrnpkqtions of ~ o l t u r $mcfitions a n 4 Social Cosforns
Public expressions of opinion by women in the presence of men are not the nom.
This is often the case elsewhere in India (Agarwal, 2000) and in the villages in the
Manali area, this was evidenced subtly in several ways. Although women seem
comfortable in interviews, more often than not when fust asked if they would be willing
to take some time out to be interviewed, their initial reaction was to tell my interpreter
that they would go and find their husband or other male relative to speak with us. When

we established that we in fact would like to interview them and not their husband or
father, it was not uncornmon for the woman to express surprise and in some cases
s
male and female
question this because they "didn't know anything". In i n t e ~ e w where
members of the household were present, it was rare that the woman would contribute
anything to the interview, and younger women almost always deferred to men. In some
instances, when we began an interview with a woman and her husband joined us, the man
then became the interviewee because he began answering the questions. Men did not
always dorninate interviews; there were times when women continued with the interview
in the presence of men, but this was often when the woman was older, the mother or aunt
of the man in question. Occasionally an interview with husband and wife would also
involve the wife's participation.
Despite limitations on the degree to which most women express themselves in
public ruid more precisely, in the Company of men, this does not warrant a leap to the
assurnption that a strong voice and influence in the private sphere necessarily balances
this lirnited voice in the public sphere. The reality is more complicated. Women in the
Manali area do exert influence within the home and men do understand and vdue the
work that women do.
Wornen work very hard, but their work is not paid.

(Pulchan, July 23/99)
However, if husbands and wives do have a dynamic dialogue in which issues are
negotiated and renegotiated, the interests of other members of what is usually an

extended household rnay still be silenced, The only female perspective that may be heard
even within the household, and therefore represented as the interest of the household as a
whole is that of the most elder or senior woman. Hierarchical intra-household power
issues may be rnuting the opinions of young wives, daughters and sisters. Even in the
arenas where women may in fact exert influence, not all women may be able to do so.
Compounding cultural traditions that iimit public expressions of opinion is the
customary convention that in India, environmental resources are usuaily managed by
decision-making bodies dominated almost exclusively by men (Agarwal, 1997a; 1998).

In fact, in many parts of India women's exclusion from any village political matter is the
n o m (Ogra, 2000). In the Mandi area, in the past at the village level decisions were
made by an informal council chosen by high caste village men during a religious

celebration (Davidson-Hunt, 1995b). Research suggests that this traditional council is still
involved in vinage level resource management decisions, despite the existence of the
panchayat, which is the f o r m d y recognized village goveming body (Davidson-Hunt,

1995b). This perhaps explains men's continued domination of decision processes.
At the [JFM]meeting [I attended], mostly men were present and the men
decide everything,
(Solang, Oct. 27/99)
M m of the ivomen. their htrsbmds don 't nllow thein to attend rhe mahila
inandal meetings.

(Prini, Oct. 24/99)
Thus, despite strong practical rationales for women's participation in decisions
related to the forests, traditions and attitudes nevertheless have major implications that
ultimately require consideration. Initiatives such as JFM largely assume that formai
provisions will address these obstacles even in the face of previous experiences where
such strategies have met with timited success.

5.3.3 The Dynarnic ~ a t u r of
e ~nditions
Traditions and customs are extremely significant in tenns of decision-making
processes and the management of forest in the Manali area, and further they deserve
acknowledgment and respect. Yet it is also important to recognize that traditions and

customs are not static and inflexible; they change over tirne. "Culture" is not immutable;
it is a constantly evolving adaptation to changing circumstances and the 'traditional' is
responsible for having brought people to their present stage in iife ( O p , 2000). The
word 'traditi~n'evokes ideas of stability and endurance; however, traditions c m also be
conceived as evolutionary. Berkes (2000:2) discusses 'traditionai' as a word "used to
refer to histoncal and cultural continuity, but at the same time recognizing that societies

are in a dynamic prcxess of change, constantly redefining what is considered
'traditional"'.
This dynamic aspect to tradition means that even deeply embedded, traditional

attitudes and behaviors are changeable and "[tlhough traditions persist, they are
constantly evolving to adapt to the challenges of a changing world" (Ogra, 2000: 23).
Indeed, with regard to women's participation in formal decision-making processes, shifts
in tradition have already taken place. Conflicting comments and perceptions from both
male and femaie villagers in the Manali area are indicative of this shift. To a certain
degree there has been a generation of consciousness and there is a level of recognition by
villagers that women should be involved in the fonnal management of village forests. As
quoted in previous pages, some men candidIy state that increasing the role of women in
cornmunity decision-making processes is an important change that the viilage must
undergo.
There are several forces behind these shifts in consciousness. Some people cited

the influence of tourism and exposure to other cultures.
We are becoming educated - some of this comesfkom roicrists (one of the
good aspects of it) - about the position of women.

(Pulchan, July 23/99)
Similarly, changes in attitude by some rnembers of the Forest Deparûnent impact
tradition. Some authors have remarked that gender and equity sensitization in villages
and within the Forest Department is already making a difference in the way men and
women perceive the contribution of one-another's roles in decision-making about
resource management (Sarin and SARTHI, 1998; Ogra, 2000). The Forest Department in
the Manali area is in transition in terms of intemalizing ideas about not only the role of
women in forest management, but d s o the relationship between the Forest Department

and local people. They are half way between the trappings of hierarchy and the

"participatory" partnership dogma (Chapter 4 discussion). An acceptance of the
importance of women's contributions to forest decision-making is one step on this path,
but capacity is perhaps lacking in terms of helping to facilitate women's involvement and
recognizing that this must be done despite the fact that this involves contradicting some
very strong traditions.

The instances where women are actively and independently functioning in their
roles as members of the panchayat also contribute to a shift in perception and a change in
the spectrum of roles that are acceptable for women to take on in the community. For
example, though there are still references to instances of female panchayat members

acting only as puppets for their husbands, women are also acting independently and
decisively in their roles as members of panchayats. There are femaie panchayat pradhans
who are cornfortable with their position and assertive in public. The panchayat pradhan
in Prini was a prime exarnple of a woman who appeared to be comfortable in her role and
with the power accorded to her position. 1 witnessed members of the community coming
to her for advice and support in their difficulties and her demeanor suggested confidence,

pride and self-assurance.

The existence of the mahila rnandal is one of the most significant manifestations
of a shift and an evolution of women's roles within the village. Most obviously, it is a

forum in which women do actively participate. As such, 1 tum to it in order to explore its
origins, the limitations of the organization in its current incarnation in terms of

inclusiveness and equity among women, and finally its significance as a forum for
decisions about the forest in which women are comfortable participating.

5.4.1 Origins ancl A&pt&ions in the ~ u l l u k y

The mahila manda1 or village women's group has its origins in the 1952
Cornrnunity Development Programme, but was strengthened by Indira Gandhi's vision to
empower women in village India and faciütate women's involvement, structurally and
economically in nual life (Davidson-Hunt, 1995a). The mahila mandal is an al1 woman
forum that exists at the village level throughout India. The concept of the mahila rnandal

was developed at the level of the central govermnent and is administered as a governrnent
program (Ham, 1995; Davidson-Hunt, 1995a), and as such it is an institutional structure
that has been imposed on communities. However, the flexibility in terms of the purpose

and objectives of mahila mandals has meant that in some cases the organization has been

adapted to the local
-5.1

needs of the village.

-

The Mahilo Mandal of OId Manaïi as r case Study
The mahifa mandai in Old Mandi- was .e~tablisba;l~
@ -1987. Tbc
pradhan has rem*
the same f& tbe p s t seven y e . because no
one else wants to taire ovec Site would Iike someog else to îakc &m
the position, but since no one e k is willing, shc s i a y i on. In addition
to her duties in the &me and ber-obligationsto (bcgallulhi&z
&&il.
the
current mahila m a d d p r d h u n Ur slso a &ber ~ f t h e p t a ~ h a y a t .
The mahifaniandal d d like to have a stronger relatiaoship with the
Forest Department.-Tenyem ag&, îhe Forest Dqmtmmî planted trœs
and committed to fcncùrg îhc ama but failcd to do so. Soint of thetrecs
survived, but îhe land hau now bee6a110cated as nautor iaud- Recently,
the muhila manda1 mode a requcst to 1& Ford e
t because
they wished to plant trets in an a d above Old M d ; howevcr the
Forest Department never allocated them the trces, according to the

mahila manda2 pradhan. Tbe mahih madaipradlran is c o n d
because she believes that îhc forest'is not bealthy; it is dying. Sbe
wodd iike to plant new trees, Sbt thinks tbat thc village can take
responsibility for protecting the ntw trees, but the Forest Department
must fint give them the trecs. Old Manali is a large village and tbe mahila-mandrrlpradhan
recognizes that some of tbosc who aie k t invoIved & the protection of
the forest are conîri'buting.to its destruction, S k b e l i k . tbat if one
wornan per household &xe a mcmber of the.muhira m d l , (boy
could be effective in protecting the forest, Sbc
that baving a
mandatory mmbership would aiso d l e tbe mahifu wn"@to .nise
awareness about the damage that is donc through lopping -0f.small
branches- She would like evcryonc to wait until the braacbis.arebigger
before lopping. In-tlië
*t; the mirlrila nrmrdrrLLhas &&.cnic'tivt. in7
haiting the sale of n i c I w o o d + m ' ~ . - T bmhhra
c
b&&l ü q & d a
complete ban on ibis practict so&& years bikkwhen ihcrr:~wcrcmany people who supplemented their incpmt in this hhiom a d the ;nahila
rnanda2pradhun'~Iitvcst h t tfie gmiij?'s ban playitd a s
i
'ro*
stopping the sale of t"uelwgod. 1 aimir tbat this su~cisip.'is
'part of tbe
reason
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tbat -. yïth
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protection of the forests. The mahiia mandais also have the officia1 support of the Forest
Department for their activities related to protecting the forest.

This research confms previous experience that demonstrated the existence of
issues of representation and equity within mahila mandals (Davidson-Hunt, 199%). In
contrast with research from other areas of hdia, it is the women of higher economic
status (and usually higher caste status) who have more interest in the stewardship of the
forests and these women tend to dominate the malda mandafs (Davidson-Hunt, 1995a).
As a result of the integral role of forest products in the traditional system of agriculture
(Figure 5.1), greater numbers of livestock require more forest inputs, and more land
demands more fertiiizer in the form of manure supplied by livestock2'. This linkage
between higher economic status and interest in forest issues and continuing availability of
forest products is valid when economic status is associated with relatively larger land
holdings and the practices of traditional system of agriculture, which is stiii tnie in the
majority of cases in the Manali area. However, elevated econornic status is now possible
from income sources such as tounsm, which does not increase interdependence on inputs
from comrnon property resources. As time goes on and tourism expansion continues, this
may become more common outside of the urban area and may change the dynamics of
the village mahila mandals.
'Poor' and lower caste women are not necessarily adequately represented within
tnahila ~nandals(Davidson-Hunt, 19953). Caste is a sensitive issue and one 1 did not

actively or overtly pursue in interviews with mahila mandal pradhans and
representatives. However, in the vilIage of Nasogi, the scheduled caste women had left
the mahila mandal en masse because of negative cornments from higher caste men. Lack
of representation by poor and scheduled caste women has meant that some institutions
originating from and enforced by mahila mandals have made the lives of some women
more difficult and negatively stigmatized certain livelihood strategies, such as the sale of
fuelwood from village forest areas in urban areas. This practice of selling fuelwood has
largely disappeared, in part as a result of a ban by several rnahila mandals in the villages
nearby Manali.

Larger land holdings rduce the dependence on forest inputs to x>me degree because crop "waste" is
used as fodder for iivestock and this reduces the oeed to cut "grass" in the forests.

2'

nze lower caste people used ro go and sel1 wood in the bazaar, but we
stopped them,
(Siai, Oct- 24/99)
People used to sel1 firelwood in the baznar but the inahila mandal started
to tuke action and banned the sale offirehvood.
(Dhungrï, Oct, 17/99)

Figure 5.1 Centrality of the forest to rural liveühood systems (adapted from
Davidson-Hunt, 1995a).
Despite continued problems with representation, there is also a certain level of
recognition of the need for broad representation of women in the village and awareness
that equity issues should be explicitiy addressed. Some mahila mandal pradhans
volunteered information about the composition of their membership and indicated that
scheduled caste women were part of the mahila mandal, as was the case in Chyal and

Simsa, In Sial, activities to increase skills and opportunities for poor and scheduled caste
women were part of the activities of the mahila mandal.
Most recently, mahila rnandals in the Manali area have faced problems with
politics. The politicization of mahila manda1 fûnctionïng dong party lines has negative
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Box 5.2
Poiiticnl Friction and the Rini Muhi& Man&I
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ways,
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representation. Political fiction
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The mahila rnandizf in Prini was established eight or
nine years aga The p ~ tprudhun
.
(leader or
president) was initialfy elafted the . leader q d . has
recently again been elected to the position, Followihg
the elections for the panchayot (the . local fonn of
govemment - an elected council that govems a p u p of
approximately five villages), the mahila manda2 began
to experience problems related to politics within-the
group, When the election for the panchuyat tcmk place,
the Congress Party got moze "mpportk d the pncliclyat
reps are now predominantly Congress hpporterk. As a
result, al1 the Congress Party supporters in the rnahiia
mandal left (the mahila mandal prudhn is a BJP
supporter).
According to the mahila mandal pradhan, there were
approximately 25 m e m e before the poiiti'cal
problems, but now there are only j 5 . However, 1only
encountered two women that told 'me they had been
members of the mahila monda1 and three othersindicated that a family member was a member. My
impression h m them and also h m the interview with
the mahila mandalpradhan was that the mahila mandai
was not currently meeting on a reguiar bask and was
. .-. - .
inactive.
.

has resulted in rnahila mandals
simply ceasing to h c t i o n , or
groups have split and two rnahila
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independently of one another,
and
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rnernbers not affiliated with the
ruling party of the panchayat
simply leave.
There
several

are

obviously

negative

impacts

associated with these types of

outcomes.

Where

mahila

rnandals are defacto defunct,
there has been a halt to their

activities altogether (Box 5.2), including forest protection. The preoccupation with
politics and distraction fiom goals and activities also contribute to the lack of capacity to
participate in any cohesive marner in an initiative such as JFM, as was demonstrated in
Prini. Fragmentation of mahila rnandals and the exodus of non-ruling party members
from the group both have implications in terms of representation. In the case of the
existence of two groups, one may be paralyzed while the other receives support fkom the
panchayat. In both scenarios, those women who do not belong to the ruling party are no
longer part of the decision-making process, and domination by a certain goup of women
results.

The mahila mandals will continue to struggle with issues of representation and
equity, but it is encouraging that some recognition of these issues exists and also that
there may be some capacity to drive changes to the mahila mandals from within. Despite
the limitations, mahila mandals in the Manali area are ~ i ~ ~ casa andecision-making
t
forum in relation to village forest areas where women are cornfortable participating.

Although women may have a distinct role in the use of the forests because of the
gendered division of labour, in many areas of India, environmental management is
strongly male dominated (Jewitt, 2000). Jewitt (2000) found that forest labour often is
more evenly divided between women and men than many WED/ecofeminist accounts
suggest, whereas ail the major decisions about forest protection and management are still
made by men. In the Manali region, this is not the case. The role of the rnahila mandals
in the area has evolved to include activities and decisions that contribute to the de facto
management of the forests.
The women of the mahila mandals are conscious of changes to village forest

areas and as a result of their monitoring, they have set rules regarding how fuelwood may
be collected (Le. banning lopping of branches). They have also patrolled the forests for

rule-breakers, caught and confiscated illegally felled trees, and actively excluded nonrightholders from their village forest areas.
People frorn the bazaar rised to come to collect rvood and they used tu be
pennitted to do this. When we started the mahila mandal, we began to stop
these people f i i n coming. We made this decision not to allow others to
use the forest because the forests were decreasing. The Nepali rvomen
argrled tkat they were not going to sel1 the wood, that they were poor, so
we let them come. Dten Ive stopped them because they were lopping, but
they are allowed to take dead wood and kathi - . . Norv, no one fiom tire
bazaar cornes to ocirforest .. . They don 't have rights in these forests.
(Dhungri, Oct. 17/99}
People rised to corne from Manali to our forests, not through the vilIage,
but at the side. There was a lot of wood, so no one was concerned. But this
created problems because people had to go further and firther and the
people were lopping branches nearby the village. TIie wood was finishing.
Since the mahila mandal started, we have stopped people fi.om entering
our forests. We still continue to do so, but somerimes we are busy and we

can't catch everyone. Srili some people corne and if we catch them, they
must puy a m e .

(Chachoga, Oct- 17/99)
The above comments are representative of statements and stories from women in
many villages in the Manali area regarding the role of the mahila mandals in forest
decision-rnaking and management. This is in contrast to case studies elsewhere in India
where although women USE the forest to a greater degree than men, they are often
almost entirely left out of management. Until the mahila mandals came into existence
and began to function as such, village level decision-making structures in the Manali

area, as exemplified by the m i d e r s , were dominated by men Given this role of the
mahila mandals, the focus of JFM on forest management and the fact that women's

participation has thus far been problematic raise an important question. 'Does an
initiative such as JFM threaten to undermine the existing pattern of women's involvement
in forest management that has been estabüshed by a village level group such as the
mahila rnandal?

This is a question of significance because the structure of the mahila mandai
appears to be conducive to achieving rneaningful participation in forest management in a
forum where women feel uninhibited to express their views. Membership levels and
accounts of personal involvement support this idea, as does the process followed in the
one mahila manda1 meeting 1was fortunate enough to be invited to observe in the village
of Old Manali. Approximately 25-30 women were in attendance and many were

accompanied by young children and babes in arms. A big um of tea was brought in and
everyone gathered on a mat on the floor of the school. I cannot comment on the specifics
of the content of the meeting, and 1 was unable to gauge what kinds of power dynamics
rnight have been influencing the process. Nevertheless, many women connibuted to what
appeared to be a iively discussion. A decision was taken (ostensibly by consensus) to
approach the Forest Guard and open discussion regarding planting trees, and there was
support and a cornmitment from those present to protect the seedlings that could be
planted.
Perhaps even more signifiant than even the activities of the mahila mandals is
the notion that as an organization, it may be providing opportunities to develop

confidence, opportunities to legitimately express opinions in public, and to play a role in
shaping and adapting cultural traditions.

5.5

SUMMARY
In short, there is a need for alternative, culturally appropriate strategies to involve

women meaningfuliy in decision processes related to the forests, whether it is within a

mode1 like JFM or any other initiative- Social custorns and cultural traditions influence
women's participation in decision processes to a great extent; however, traditions are far
from immutable; in fact they are dynamic and constantly evolving.
In contrast with the findings of case studies elsewhere in India, the mahila
inandals in the Manali region have established a tradition of women's involvement in

resource management, in this case in relation to the forests. Although there are problems
with representation and equity and in some cases the mahila rnandals have become
fragmented by party politics, the mahila rnandals represent a locally adapted institutional
frarnework that is functioning to greater and lesser extents in different villages. This
existing institutional structure is not being adequately recognized as perhaps already
performing some of the same functions as initiatives such as IFM.Nor is the potentiai of
local organizations like the mahila rnandals and local institutions being recognized as
contributing in a significant way to the management of the forests. Thus, in the next
chapter, 1 take a broader view of the institutions, both local and otherwise, that are
contributing to the management of the forests in the Manali area.

Plate 5.1 Cutting grass near Old Manali (on a 60" slope!) to store
for winter livestock needs.
(photo K. Binpeman)

CHAPTER SIX:

'1 N S T I M I O N A L RESPONSES TO DEVELOPMENT PRESSURES

AND THE RESILIENCE OF THE SOCIAL-ECOLOGKAL
SYSTEM'

The stock of fuelwood at the Manali depot increases as
cold weather approaches,
(photo K. Bingeman)

- -

-

It is clear that the forests in the Kullu District of the western Himalaya form an

integral part of the local village-centric systern of land use and land management
(Duffield at al., 1998; Berkes et al., 1998; Berkes and Gardner, 1997). Although the past
two centuries have seen several extemal factors imposed upon this system, the latest and
least organized of these forces has taken the form of rampant growth of commercial

activities in horticulture and tourism and the related urban services and functions, As
detailed in Chapter Three, this recer.t growth has resulted in pressure on the forests in the
area and therefore also on the complex social-ecological system in place which govems

the management of the forests. In this respect, institutions, which can be thought of as
one aspect of this social-ecological system, acquire a significant role. In the Kuliu
District, and in particular the area surrounding the town of Manali, village-based and
state institutions interact to contribute to the management of village-use areas of the
forest.
The preceding two chapters have examinai in detail some of the ways that

organizations and groups have responded to the changes and pressures on the forests, The
implementation process of Joint Forest Management (JFM) has been explored as a formal
response to (among other things) pressure on the forest. The role of women and some of
the responses by women to the growing scarcity of forest products in localized areas has

been discussed as a significant response that is neither adequately addressed within
forma1 policies such as JFM, nor in the overali management of the forests. In this chapter,
a broader perspective is employed. The rationale for this broader perspective is that
analysis of various management institutions of groups at both state and village levels that
contribute to the management of forests may provide valuable insights. The idea is to
identify areas where capacity exists and should be nurtured and to highlight areas where
strengthening of institutional capacity is perhaps needed. To do this, 1 m m to the concept
of resilience. Within this discussion, resilience provides the overall framework to address
objective v.; how institutional responses are contributing to the resilience of the system.

Theory, ~esihenceofthe ~ocia[-~colqic;il
Systern, and Aswsing lnst~utional
Responses to ~eveloprnentPtessote

6.1.1

The idea of resilience and the inextricability of social and ecological systems has
oniy recently been explored in the research literature (Folke and Berkes, 1998; Holling
and Sanderson, 1996; Holling, 1995), thouph the concept of resilience itself is not recent.

Institutions are one aspect of this social-ecological system where there exists the potential
to respond to forces of change in ways that may either confer resilience or wedcen the
system,
Institutions are described by North's (1994) definition as "humanly devised
constraints that structure human interaction. They are made up of formal constraints
(rules, laws, constitutions), informa1 constraints ( n o m of behavior, conventions and
self-imposed codes of conduct), and their enforcement characteristics". It is important to
note that institutions are fluid over time; they are not static and therefore any description
of an institution represents merely a snapshot in time.
Resilience, in an ecological sense, is the ability of a system to absorb a
perturbation and maintain its ecological processes. However, following the definition by
the Resilience Alliance (2001), resilience c m be applied to "ecosystems, or to integrated

systems of people and natural resources" and has three defining characteristics,

the amount of change a system cm undergo and still retain the same controls
on function and structure
the degree to which the system is capable of self organization
the ability to build and increase capacity for leaming and adaptation

In applying the concept of resilience, it becomes possible to look beyond static
institutional forrns and instead shift the focus to institutional dynamics by exarnining how
social groups and their institutions behave in the face of social, political and
environmentaVecological change (Berkes, 2000). Resilience is also defined more
generally as "the capacity of a system to buffer and survive disturbance" (Foke and
Berkes, 1998:3).
According to Folke and Berkes (1998:4) the social-ecological system is an open
system, and is therefore subject to influences such as "population growth, technology.
effects of capital markets and made. Political change occumng outside the study area and

the ubiquitous pressures of globaiization rnay also have major influences on the system".

They propose that the functioning of institutions cm buffer the social-ecological system

against various pressures and dnving forces, thereby providing resiliency to the system.
Hanna et al. (1996) present the complementary idea that institutions must
recognize, interpret, relate, and 1 would add respond to, ecosystem dynamics in a fahion
that secures the flow of resources and ecosystem services. A difficulty is that resilience is
a relative concept; no clear operationd procedures to assess resilience have k e n defined,

even though there are mathematical approaches (Gunderson and Holling, 2001).
Nevertheless, linking ideas discussed above provides a means by which
institutional responses cm shed light on system resilience,
resilience thinking can enable a dynamic perspective on institutions,
the functioning of institutions can buffer the social-ecologicd system against

pressures,
institutions must respond to ecosystem dynarnics to secure ecosystem services
Thus, institutional responses to development pressures may be assessed as to
whether and how they are affecting the buffering capacity of the forest social-ecological
'

system, and are therefore providing resiliency. The pressures and associated problems of
the forest social-ecological system provide the context for the discussion of institutional

responses. Through the outline of institutional responses, some of the more direct effects
regarding resilience emerge. These are further discussed in the synthesis, which Links the
effects of institutional responses to the three characteristics of resilient systems. This
provides the basis for evaluating the outcornes of institutional responses in terms of
resilience.
6.1.2

Pressures an4 Problerns ofthe Forest ~ocia!-~cologica[
Systern

Development pressures and the implications for forest areas have been discussed

in general terms in Chapter Three. However, it is relevant to briefly outline the problems
and pressures on the forest social-ecological system in the Manali area, as it is these

pressures that are evoking institutional responses. Table 6.1 summarizes problems and
pressures on the forest social-ecological system, focussing on villages that are case
studies or, due to proximity to the urban area, are k i n g encroached on by the growth of

Manali. The two peri-urbm villages of Dhungri, Sial and Chachoga have nearly identical

problems and thus are aggregated in Table 6.1. The location of each village area is
indicated in Figure 6.1.
Table 6.1 Problems and pressures on the forest social-ecological system in the
Manali area.

Manali

Prini
Solang
Old Mandi

Dhungri, Sial,
Chachoga

Demands for timber to supply the construction boom - creation and growth in
black market for timber; increasing demands for fueiwood by growing urban
population;
Iilegal felling and del"smugg1ing" of trees; forest depletion by sale of
fuelwood in urban area; dissatisfaction with inequities associated with the
Timber Distribution system; pressure due to construction needs; population
growth
Aileged corruption involved with forest corporation contracts; pressure due to
construction needs; population growth
Proximity to urban area - accessible to outsiders, road access; Uegd felling and
sale,/"smuggling" of trees; forest depletion by sale of fuelwood in urbanarea;
dissatisfaction with inequities associated with the Timber Distribution system;
pressure due to consûuction needs; population growth
Proximity to urban area - accessible to populations of outsiders; nonrightholders (from Manali) using forest areas; illegaI felling and
saIe/"smuggIing" of trees; forest depletion by sale of fuelwood in urban area;
pressure due to constructiou needs; population growth

Sorne problems described in Table 6.1 require explanation. "Smuggiing" is a
term used by local people to describe the covert (and illegal) practice of cuning trees at

night or otherwise surreptitiously and delivering the timber to hotel builders for
construction (Plate 6.1). According to local people, "srnuggting" has been and is canied
out by local people and to a lesser degree by outsiders.

The Timber Distribution system, conimonly referred to as the TD system, is the
process by which rightholders (those holding land) claim rights to timber, primarily to
meet construction needs. The Forest Corporation is the entity contracted by the Forest
Department that clears out dead, uprooted, or dried out trees in areas designateci by the
Forest Department, which then supply the various fuelwood and timber depots in the

Figure 6.1 Map of the Manali area. Villages referred to in Table 6.1 are
indicated by

a

The similarities across villages in proximity to Manali, and therefore more
physically accessible to the source of timber demands, enables some generalizations to be
made in tems of institutional responses.

Both village-level and state institutions contribute to the management of village
use areas of the forests in the Manali region. The purpose of this discussion and anaiysis
is to examine how institutionai responses affect the capacity to buffer the forest socialecological system from development pressures, thereby commenting on forest socialecological system resilience. The institutional responses discussed in the foiiowing pages
include responses by the state Forest Department (including the adoption and
implementation of Joint Forest Management), the village mahila mandals, and the
informd rules-in-use at the village level. The institutional responses examined are not an
exhaustive list of ways that the social groups and their institutions in the Manali area
have responded to pressures on the forests. The responses included in this analysis are a
reflection of the research process and are the responses that became most readily apparent
or were obsewed during the course of research. The range of institutional responses
reflects the reality of the involvement of both government and non-government entities in
forest management, the levels at which institutions function (state, local), and the fact that
both formal and informa1 institutions contribute to the management of the forests.
6.2.1

The Mqnqli F u e l w d Depot

A depot to provide timber and fuelwood was established by the Forest

Department in Manali approximately 10 years ago. The depot was a response to
increasing demands for fuelwood and timber by a growing urban population (perhaps
partially due to banning the use of local timber for producing apple craies2?), and a
growing cash economy that made purchasing fuelwood feasible for a growing number of
people.

The depot provided an alternative source of fuelwood, which had several

implications. Availabiiity of fuelwood from the depot conaibuted to the decrease in

demand for fuelwood brought into Man& for sale by viilagers and was also an econornic
disincentive to viUagers who were involved in this practice. It was suggested that the
depot prices were better.
Villagers were just bringing mal1 bundles for Rs. 80 und the depot was
cheaper.
(Manaii, Sept. 17/99)

Comrnents from interviews supporteci this idea; one woman admitted that she

used to sel1 fuelwood in Manali. She indicated that she stopped doing so because it made
better economic sense to pursue other income-generating activities. Indirectly, the
existence of the depot also helped to support the efforts of the mahila mandals of the area
who had banne. the sale of fuelwood by viilagers in Manali. In terms of meeting some of
the demand for timber, however, the depot was ineffective because timber pnces at the
depot were exorbitant in cornparison with black market prices.
6.2.2 ~ttengtheningthe Tirnber Disttibution System
The Forest Department in Himachal Pradesh does not permit the feUing of trees
without its approval. Viiiagers who are rightholders (who have a right to timber for the
purpose of house building or repair, known as a Timber Distribution or TD right) must
make an application to the Range Forest Officer of the State Forest Department and prove
need in order to have a tree allocated to them. 'Strengthening' the TD system under
which timber is allocated to village Rghtholders for construction or repair of houses may
be interpreted as a measure that could have positive implications for the health of the
forest. The Forest Department has imposed further limitations on the amount of timber
that a villager is entitled to over the past decades and the requirements to demonstrate

need have become more stringent. Villagers in Prini and Old Manali indicate that they are

no longer permitted to daim a broken or fallen tree in the forest; instead, al1 timber must
be allocated through the TD system,
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Several people intervieweci said tbat they used to use the wastewood from sawmills for fuelwood pnor to
the ban on use of local timber for apple crates. This ban resulted in the closure of mills and the loss of the
wastewood supply.

Twenty years ago if a tree was broken or fallen, no permission was
required to take it; it used to be that making a mark on the tree indicated
that it had been claimed, Now the Forest Departinent takes that tree and
gives it to someone else as TD timber. This creates problerns.
(Prini, Sept. 12/99)

The diificulties with this response are twofold. First, strengthening the TD system

reinforces responsibility for management and decision-making power as the domain of
the Forest Department, further alienating responsibility for management or monitoring

from local villagers. Secondly, strengthening the TD system places further emphasis on
formal aspects of the process such as filing forms and pleading cases to Forest

Department officiais. This makes the application process more accessible to some people
than others and makes it vulnerable to corruption,

TD rights are being misused. ifsomeone is uneducated, another can apply
for TD entitlernents in his name.
(Old Manali, Oct. 27/99)
The Forest Department gives some people trees and yet others are not
even aflowed the dry and broken ones. They take rnoney from the rich and
allocate trees but poor people's requests are always scrutinized closely.
(Old Manali, Oct. 26/99)

6.2.3 A4opting Joint Forest Management as a poky

The adoption of Joint Forest Management (JFM) in Himachal Pradesh is linked to
the nation-wide shift in the approach to forest management, pioneered in West Bengal
and directed by a national policy instruction (Govemment of India 1990). Almost al1
States in India have followed the lead of the national policy and adopted resolutions of
their own. JFM is a program applied to degraded forest areas so the situation in the
Manali area, which has heightened pressure on forest areas, makes F M applicable in this

context The adoption of JFM in the Manali area is an institutional response to the illegal
felling of trees and to an inability on the part of the Forest Department to control the
illegal activities. The pnnciples of JFM represent a fundamental shift for the Forest
Department towards a more participatory approach to the management of the forest.

On paper, this is a progressive institutional response and it has the potential to
move in the direction of formally reestablishing greater local responsibility for the care,
protection and management of village-use areas. Through the creation of village level
committees, local people are encouraged to participate in the management of their forest
areas. As discussed in Chapter Four, these committees have been mandatai by the Forest
Department to set the terms and rules that dictate the villagers' relationship with the
forest (Govenunent of HP, 1993).
More importantly, JFM may be viewed as an opportunity for some measure of
tmst between local people and the Forest Department to be reestablished or reinforced.

This is significant to system resilience according to Adger (2000) who emphasizes social
capital, the inclusivity of the institution, and the degree of development of trust arnong
the parties in analyzing the resilience of institutions. Villagers express mistrust and the

approach of the Forest Department has been described as one where they were simply
'giving orders' (see Chapter Four). Alieged corruption relate. to the Timber Distribution

system and the supervision of Forest Corporation contracts for the removal of dead trees
has further added to villagers' wariness with respect to the Forest Department. From this

perspective, JFM represents an opportunity to begin to restore faith in the Forest
Department as an organization with credibility from local people's perspectives.
6.2.4 lrnp[ernentation ofJFM
JFM is an institutional response on the part of the Forest Department to perceived

pressures on the forest. However, the way in which the policy is being implemented will
be discussed separately from the adoption of JFM, as the two have different implications

with respect to the resilience of the forest social-ecological system. JFM is intended to
promote participatory forest management involving local people- Manifestations of JFM
at the village level take the form of Village Forest Development Cornmittees (VFDC).
VFDCs are a new institutional phenornenon in the Kullu District and even more so in the

Manali area (interview with the Range Forest Officer, Manali). The comments regarding
the implementation of IFM are based on interviews in Pnni and Solang - two of the
villages that were the focus for field studies - where JFM initiatives are underway.
The structure of and representation on VFDCs is prescribed by the state policy
resolution, and in this sense JFM imposes institutions. There are difficulties associated

with this imposition. Two considerations emphasized by Lele (1998) in his analysis of

JFM are relevant in this context. They relate to two underlying empiricd assumptions of

JFM: that the pre-JFM property rights regime is either one of fuli state control or open

access, so that there is a "blank slate" on which the new regime may be written; that the
"community" exists as a cohesive body. Neither of these assumptions holds m e in the
villages in the Manah area (see Berkes and Gardner, 1997). Sensitivity to local context
and adaptation of JFM as required could result in village Ievel institutions that are able to

respond positiveiy to extemaliy imposed insti~tionalstructures, however to date this is
not occumng.
The diversity of livelihood, social and economic positions, and cultural subtleties
is not being recognized and accommodateci by the current structuring of JFM, The policy
makes provision for women and the 'poor'

through membership requirements

(Govemment of H.P., 1993); however, Sarin (1997) points out that when representation is
prescribed, particularly through minimum requirements, the minimum often becomes the
maximum. More troubling is evidence that these requirements are king ignored or
circumvented. For instance, in Pnni, the Executive body has no female members, and in
SoIang, women whose names were on the list of Executive body members had no
knowledge that they were on the committee.
Although JFM holds the potential to encourage local management responsibility
in that VFDCs are mandated to design operational rules, there are several issues that

rninirnize this power and potential responsibility. As many authors have pointed out, the

Forest Department retains control over the entire process; village institutions do not have
any real legal status or formal authonty, and the policy instruction cm be withdrawn at
any time (Lele 2000, Chhatre 2 0 , Ghate 2000). VFDCs perform the same function as

Forest Department staff; however the cornmittees cannot even daim this degree of
authonty (Saigal, 2000). Further, VFDCs do not have autonorny over functioning - the
Divisional Forest Officer has the power to dissolve a committee if he feels it is not
functioning properly. Finally, even the power that the VFDC does have in the creation of
operational rules is subject to the approval of the Divisional Forest Officer.

6.2.5 The Activities ofthe Mahiid Mqn&fs
The responses by rnahila mandats in the area to pressures on the forest social-

ecological system stem directly from depletion of localized areas of the forest, and
indirectly from the economic changes driving the activities that have resulted in
depletion. The responses of the mahila marzdals function to promote the protection of
their forest areas. Ham (1995) and Davidson-Hunt (1995) established that the mahita
mandals in the Mandi area have reacted by monitoring the extraction of tirnber from the

forest areas through patrols and confiscation of illegal tirnber, by instituting and
attempting to enforce a ban on the sale of fuelwood outside the village, and by
discouraging the practice of lopping branches. In addition, mahila mandals also began to
exclude women from collecting fuelwood in their forests unless they had rights to do so,
which had implications for women from Manali town who did not have rights to collect
fuelwood in any forest,
People from the bazaar [town] used to corne here to collect fielwood, it
kvas allmved. When the mahila manda1 became established, we stopped
thern frorn coming because rhere kvas less and lessfielwood available.
(Dhungri, Oct. 17/99)

Most of the institutional responses of the mahila rnandal are synergistic; the
Forest Department, which has started to enforce some of its rules in a more even-handed
manner, has supported the activities of the mahila mandals. In addition, other factors
have reduced pressure on the village forest areas over time, for example, the construction
boom has slowed resulting in reduced demand for timber. Recent court cases against
persons caught illegally felling timber have acted as a deterrent as well.
Last year the Foresr Department took someone to court for illegal felling
and this court case has made an impression. People think that it has made
a drfference and is deterring srnugglers. People are scared to smuggle
noW.
(Old Manali, Sept. 27/99)

Nevertheless, many local peopIe and Forest Department officiais acknowledge the
positive influence and dedication of some of the mahila mandals in the area.

Also noteworthy is the fact that the mahila rnandals function at the village level
and as a result, rules are adapted to the local situation. For instance, in Solang, iliegal

felling by villagers to supply the construction industry was not a concem because of the
relative isolation and lack of road access to the village and the associated difficulties with
transporting tirnber. The rnahila manda1 was concemed only with policing outsiders;
villagers were not subject to rules that prohibited the feliing of trees. In contrast, Prini

and Old Manali are both accessible by road and villagers are subject to incentives created
by the black market for tirnber. In both these villages, viliagers and outsiders are subject
to rnahila manda1 rules prohibiting felling of trees. In Old Manali, the problerns
associated with iliegal felling have become such a concem that the mahila rnandal
pradhaïz (president) aspires to expand the membership of the mahila rnandal so that it

may become effective in protecting the forest and working towards a healthier forest.

6.2.6 Fuelwod Choices
The rise of horticulture, specificaliy the cultivation of apple trees, in recent years
in the Kullu Valley also has provided the side-benefit of an alternative source of
fuelwood. The use of pruned branches from apple trees alleviates some of the demand for
fuelwood from the forest. Although no one indicated that they were able to meet al1 their
household needs from pruned branches from apple trees, villagers in Pnni and Old
ManaIi indicated that this is a conscious effort to decrease demand for fuelwood and a
reco~itionthat reducing pressures for fuelwood on the forest is beneficial.
More people are using fuelwood fi-orn the apple trees and they are trying
to protecf the forest.
(Old Manali, Sept. 22/99)
Similarly, certain species of shrubs are also used as an alternative source of
fuelwood. The local niles-in-use that guide need-based fuelwood collection have changed
and the common wisdom is to make use of non-forest and non-timber fuelwood sources.
Switching to non-forest denved sources of fuelwood for cooking is also
occurring, but this is based on economic feasibility for individual households and is a
response to changes in economic conditions. Non-forest derived alternatives for heat
through the winter months is beyond the economic means of the rnajority of people.

6.2.7 Social Objectives m. Forest Department RU~S
Another common village level rule is in response to Forest Departrnent mesures
to regulate further the use of timber. Even in the case of extenuating circumstances such

as a death, according to most villagers they are required to have permission before taking

a tree for the cremation and funeral feast. Interviews from both Prini and Old Mandi

revealed that it was in fact socialiy acceptable to ignore this Forest Department regulation
and take what is needed.

For a funeral, no one makes things diflcult ifyou cut a tree, but for other
occasions you must ask the Forest Department.

(Prini, Sept. 16/99)

If someone dies you do not need permission for the wood for the ftrneraf.
You can cut a tree if necessary, a poplar or a whole tree.
(Prini, Sept. 12/99)
In a similar fashion, because limiteci accessibility precluded difficulties with
"srnuggling", the felling of trees by vihgers in Solang was assumed to be need-based
and was socially sanctioned within the village, regardless of Forest Department

regulations. in fact, the felling trees by villagers was not even considered to be 'illegai'
by villagers in Solang,

People ccït treesfor their orvn needs; ilfegalfefling is not an issue.
(Solang, Sept. 30/99)
There are no problems with people from the village crrtting trees and
s e l h g sleepers [timber], they are just bringing what tliey need for
thernselves.
(Solang, Oct. 5/99)

In these instances, social and economic needs ovemde ecological considerations
and Forest Department rules. Although the practice itself may appear to disregard values
which dictate that one should protect the forest, in effect it also indicates a capacity for
the rules-in-use to be sensitive enough to distinguish between activities such as

"smuggiing" that are purely destructive to the forest, and practices which are based on a

social and local econornic needs and may not have seriously detrimentai consequences
for the forest,
6.2.8 "Breaking the Roies'!

- The Forest Department

The instances of local people teiiing stories about bending or breaking the niles

by members of the Forest Departrnent are too numerous to be discounted. If tme, such
activity would indicate an institutional failure on the part of some members of the Forest
Department. Indeed, Forest Department officiais themselves acknowledge past
corruption. Villagers have indicated that individuals in the Forest Departrnent have
received baksheesh (bribes) and in return have ignored individuals who sold the TD
timber they were alloçated, or felled more trees than were aiiocated, or who were simply
cutting down trees with no pretense of applying for TD timber. The system allegedly

became comprornised to the extent that those who could not f i o r d to pay bakheesh to
Forest Department officiais were not having their applications for TD timber prwessed.
If these incidents are based in fact, this response on the part of the Forest Department is
detrimental to the forest because it makes the Forest Department complicit in the illegal
feliïng of trees.
Perhaps more importantly, allegations of corruption darnage the credibility of the
Forest Department, impact the already precarious trust relationship with local villages,
and reinforce any justifications on the part of local people who are felling trees. As one
man from Old Manali explained,
How can the Forest Department tell people to stop cutting green trees and
smrrggling when they are involved in the business? Ir is Iaughable wlzen
they try to tell people not to harm the forest.
(Old Manali, Sept. 28/99)
6.2.9

"Breakingthe Rules'? -

People

Although it is tempting to condemn the Forest Department for bowing to
pressures, the reality is more complex. Local people have responded to the creation of a
black market for timber in a way that was perhaps predictable. IUegal felling by villagers
in Old Manali and Prini was accomplished either by simply fiaunting the regulations
prohibiting felling of trees or through circumvention of the TD system,

nie people who are building hotels have used smuggled timber. They have
not purchased the timber at market rates, burfiom local smzrgslers.
(Old Manali, Oct. 26/99)
When someone is granted one tree for TD entitlement, they crit four orfive
trees in order tu sel1 them illegally- The smzigglers pay money and the
Forest Departntent allows this to happen. The Forest Department is the
problem.
(Old Manali, Sept. 22/99)

Breaking the rules by local people c m dso be viewed as a faiiure of social capital
and local trust relationships. As Hanna (1998:ZOl) explains, "[tlhe development of
markets for any naturd resource introduces strong pressures on resource appropriators to

maxirnize short-run gains at the expense of long-run sustainability." This incentive to
take advantage of opportunities created by markets is a temptation that has been
documented time and time again (Ciriacy-Wantrup and Bishop 1975, Hanna 1998). In
this case, market incentives were reinforced by the dieged corruption within the Forest

Department that helped to faciftate illegal felling of trees. The threat of social
disapproval and the confidence in the capacity of others to forego the short-term
economic benefits to be had from depleting the resource were clearly insufficient to
prohibit illegal felling.
According to villagers, those who could afford to encourage the Forest
Department and other village officiais to ignore rules were those that realized the benefits
of "srnuggling" timber. Thus, divisions within the community dong economic lines were
reinforced and enhanced with the emergence of this lucrative and damaging activity.

The institutional responses discussed within this chapter are responses to

problems of and pressures on the forest social-ecological system in the Manali area.
These problems and pressures, surnmarized in Table 6.1, largely result from recent forces
dnving urban growth in the town of Manali. In the preceding pages, some of the effects
and implications of the institutional responses to the pressures on the forest socialecological system have been outlined. These effects and implications are relevant to the
resilience of the forest social-ecological system in a variety of ways.

Table 6.2 summarïzes an anaiysis of institutional responses and their effects on

system resilience. The effects on system resilience of each institutional response were
analyzed in the context of the three characteristics of resilience described by the
Resilience Alliance (2001) and this forms the basis for the outcome of the institutionai
response as it relates to each of the resilience characteristics. Although Table 6.2 is fairly
detailed and self-explanatory, the effects on system resilience listai have a basis in the
resilience literature and thus require some explmation. Many of the effects and outcornes
of institutional responses noted in the Table are used to illustrate the reasoning and
thought process. However, the intent is not to dissect each effect and how it is appiicable
to each and every resilience characteristic.

6.3.1 Management Responsibihty
Management responsibility is referred to in several instances in Table 6.2, both in
the context of reinforcing state control over management of the forest and with regard to

encouraging or promoting local responsibility for management. Closely Iinked to
promoting local responsibility for management is the idea of the presence of shorter
feedback loops, both of which promote resilience. In resilience discussions, local rule
making promotes quick feedback and prompt response to changes; more hierarchicai
decision processes cm be costly and time-consurning to coordinate (Hanna, 1998). Levin
et al. ( 1 998) further explain tight feedback mechanisms as a coupling of stimulus and

response in space and time, accomplished by embedding management responsibility in
the local context.

Embedding management responsibility in the local context and promoting tight
feedback loops have a positive effect on system resilience through increasing capacity for
self-organization, and for learning and adaptation - tsvo characteristics of resilience. As
an example, the adoption of JFM as Forest Department policy potentially encourages the

embeddedness of management responsibility in the local context through joint
responsibility with Village Forest Development Cornmittees. Empowerment is possible
through joint arrangements, contributing to the capacity for self-organization. Local
management, by closing the gap behueen use and management, also shortens the
feedback loop that regulates responses to resource changes and also increases
opportunities for local learning and adaptation.

Conversely, the opposite can be argued in the context of the Forest Department
response of strengthening the Timber Distribution system where one of the effects on
system resilience was to reinforce management responsibility as the domain of the state.
As Hanna and Jentoft (1996:47) remark, "[fCrom the perspective of the local community,

bureaucratic involvement in resource management can disembed (sic) management
responsibilities from local contexts of interaction", affecting feedback lmps and also
poten tially the capacity for self-organization.
In the context of Table 6.2, the activities of village mahila mandals - monitoring

and creating new niles in response to resource depletion - are actions that are based in

ecological knowledge, but also potentially build ecological knowledge. Further,
monitoring that leads to corrective responses, in and of itself, is important for resilience
(Holling, 1995). Taking action in the face of changes to forest resources builds
institutional memory for decisions regarding future changes to the forest, but only if the
knowledge is transferred to the next generation.

6.3.2 Re&~n&ncy;in4 Heterogeneity
Redundancy, in the discourse of ecological resilience, contributes to the capacity
to adapt to changes and is usually discussed in ternis of redundancy of structure and
function (Holling et al., 1995). Additionally, "having many management units located at
smaller scales backed up by larger s a l e coordination arrangements appears to generate

more resilient management of resources, rather than relying in a singe, ail encompassing
management unit" (Resiiience Alliance 2001) is another way of thinking about
redundancy. It is in this sense that the adoption of JFM as a policy builds redundancy
(Table 6.2)-

6.3.3 l mposition / Facilitation

of l n s t ~ u t i o n s

Imposed institutions and institutional structures can be adapted and incorporated
into local systems (mahila mandals, for instance), especially when flexibility and
inclusiveness needs are part of the structure. However, another approach is to recognize
legally and support local systems and or share resource management and power between
government agencies and local institutions, as suggested by Foke and Berkes (1998).

Table 6.2 Institutional responses to problem of the forest social-ecological system and
outcomes with respect to resilience.
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Thus, the emphasis should be on creating context or conditions out of which
appropriate institutions cm emerge, facilitating a learning and adaptation process.

6.3.4 Flewibiiity
Flexibility is also charactenstic of resilient systems, generally allowing adaptation
to ecological and economic changes (Hanna and Jentoft, 1996). Flexibility, specifically in
reference to rule making, "aüows revision of management decisions that do not led to the
desired outcorne" (Hanna, 1998: 204). With reference to the first resilience characteristic,

it c m be argued that flexibiiity contributes to system capacity to undergo change and still
retain controls on structure and function. However, flexibility in rule making is perhaps
more relevant in terrns of capacity for learning and adaptation. To illustrate, local
people's decisions to ovemde certain Forest Department rules for social and local
economic reasons show flexibility that the state does not entertain. However, by
maintaining the broader system of social values and cultural practices, and by seMng
local needs, flexibility in rules may contribute to overall capacity to undergo change and
to self organize, two of the resilience characteristics.

6.3.5 lnstitrrtimal Memory and Ecobgiq1 ~nowledge
Institutional memory is "memory of experience which provides context for
modification of resource use rules and regimes" (Berkes and Folke, 2001: 3). This
memory c m be built and retained through the generation, accumulation, and transfer of
ecological knowledge, which are key to the capacity to actively adapt to disturbance
(Foke and Berkes, 1998). Ecological knowledge, the basis of institutional memory, is a

source of capacity for learning and adaptation, and institutional memory contributes to
system capacity for self-organization by making possible a response with expenence
(Berkes and Folke 200 1).
Although JFM is promoted as a power-sharing arrangement, as opposed to a
mechanism for lending support to local systems, under JFM new institutional structures
are created and institutions imposed; local people are not involved in the design of the

structure of cornmittees, nor are they involved in what Ostrom (1990) refers to as
collective choice rules and constitutional choice rules.

6.3.6 Perverse L a rning
Although the assumption is often made, and is indeed intuitive, the results of
Iearning processes do not necessariIy produce positive outcomes. Learning can occur that
results in a negative social outcome. When rules are broken, actions are nevertheless

reinforced by the benefits derived and there is often creativity involved in the process.
Learning simply becomes perverse as it benefits neither the resource nor society; only
individuals benefit from activities that break or circumvent rules. in both responses
involving rule-breaking - on the part of the Forest Department and local people perverse leaming results in a positive outcome with respect to the third resilience
characteristic, the capacity to leam and adapt. However, it should be ernphasized that the
leaming is perverse because it benefits few at the expense of others as weli as forest
resource health.
-

The analysis provides outcomes of institutional responses with respect to each of
the three characteristics of resilience. From these outcomes it is possible to comment as
to how each institutional response affects or contributes to the overall resilience of the
forest social-ecologicai system. Table 6.3 is a sumrnary of institutional responses and the
contnbutions to overall resilience*
Table 6.3 Institutional responses and contnbutions to forest social-ecological system
resilience. Response items refer to Table 6.2.
Contribution to
0ver;iII Resihence of
the Forest SociaI~cologicdSystem

Monitoring, exclusion of non-nghtholders, banning sale of fiielwood,
discouraging lopping by mahila mnnduls
Adopting JFM as a poiicy by the Forest Depmment
Switching to alternative sources of fuelwood by local people
Overriding Forest Department mles for appropriate social and ceremonial
reasons by local people
Establishing fuelwood depot by the Forest Department

Positive

Ambiguou'
Negative

Negative

~nstitutioodResponse

Or

perhaps

Implementing IFM by the Forest Department
Strengthening of Timber Distribution system by the Forest Department
Bowing to corruption pressures (Forest Department)
Bowiog to corruption pressures (local people)

To recap, this chapter makes use of a resilience frarnework to examine
institutional responses to development pressures from a broader perspective. The startîng
point was the idea that institutional responses could be assessed as to whether and how
they were affecting the buffering capacity of the forest social-ecological system, and
therefore impacting resilience. This assertion was based on linking three ideas frorn the
resilience literature. The pressures and associateci problerns of the forest social-ecological
system provided the context for the discussion of institutional responses. The outline of
institutional responses detailed some of the more direct effects regarding resilience. The
synthesis linked effects of institutional responses to the characteristics of resilient
systems, which provided the basis for evaluating the outcomes of institutional responses
in terms of resilience characteristics as depicted in Table 6.2. From the outcomes to each

of the characteristics of resilience, institutional responses may be contnbuting positively,
or in a neutral fashion, or negatively to overail forest social-ecological system resilience
(Table 6.3).

Institutional responses that contribute positively to overall resilience of the forest
social-ecological system include the activities of the rnahifu rnandafs, adopting .iFM
policy, upholding local rules in the face of contradicting Forest Department rules,
establishing the fuelwood depot, and switching to alternative fuelwood sources. The
implementation of JFM by the Forest Department appears to be a neutral response or
perhaps may even negatively impact overall forest social-ecological system resilience, in
contrast to the positive contribution to resilience that the adoption of JFM appears to
make. In this analysis, perceived corruption emerges as institutionai failure at both state
and local levels. The strengthening of the Timber Distribution system also serves to
contribute in a negative manner to overall resilience of the forest social-eco10,oica.l system
The analysis of institutional responses helps identify areas where institutional
capacity exists and should be nunured, and highlights areas where strengthening of
institutional capacity is perhaps needed. Clearly, institutional capacity currentiy exists at
aii levels; responses that contribute positively to system resiiience are drawn from

informa1 and formal institutional responses and span local and state levels. The fact that
institutional capacity exists is perhaps not surprising, given the long history of both local

villages and the Forest Department, However, the actions of the Forest Department, as
exernplified by the manner in which Joint Forest Management is k i n g implemented, do
not indicate a true recognition of either the robustness of local institutions or the
institutional capacity at that level.

Plate 6-1 An abandoned "sleeper" (and an
aborted smuggling operation?) in forest area a
few kilometres frorn Old Manali.
(photo K. Bingeman)

CHAPTER SNEN:

'CONCLUSION - LEARNINC. OPPORWNlTIû AND FINAL
REFLECTIONS'

The focus of this project evolved as 1became aware of the situation and context in
the field. The original purpose did not waver; it remained centred on examining how
increased demands for forest products resulting from urban developrnent and extemal
market links place pressures on the forests around Manali, and the social system that

operates in order to manage the forests. After some time in the field, the objectives
shifted according to concerns and issues that became apparent and according to analytical
focus, In particdar, the responses of organizations and institutions that contribute to the

management of forests to pressures on forest areas became the focus for field research.
The research objectives were as follows:

i

To explore the process and progress of newly initiated Joint Forest Management
projects in the area

ii. To examine the role of women in the management of forests ut the village level

iii To irrvestigate and analyze institzitional responses to pressures on the forest
social-ecological systern restilting fiom urban development
iv. To share findings of the research with community gruups, a d o r NGO 's, to
co~nmrrnicatewith local policy-makers (at the local and state level) and to make
recommendations regarding procedures to implement appropriate policy
changes,
v.

To become aware of the perceptions of myselfas a researcher, a foreigner and as
a woman, and raise my own consciousness regarding the rehtionships that
develop between myseff and individuals from the Manali area, and also
acknowledge the ways that these perceptions and relationsiiips sitape the research
p rocess.

In this final chapter, 1retum to these objectives and review the learning that has

corne out of analysis, and identify some of the implications and opporhmities derived
from this research. 1close with some finai reflections about the overall process.

7.2.1 Lessons, irnpIications a n 4 Opportunities from the ~rnplernentationProcas of
J o i n t Forest Management
The primary idea to be talcen from the experience in Prini and Solang is that Joint

Forest Management (JFM) requires an environment that fosters and supports
participation. This enabling environment does not yet exist in the hianali area and there
are several reasons for thisThe significance of village heterogeneity and a diversity of interests is not yet
being adequately acknowledged or addressed
The histoncal relationship and pattern of interaction between the state Forest
Department and local people influence the present relationship. Yet this
dynamic is also largely king ignored.
The hierarchical nature of the Forest Department as an organization, the
attitudes towards local people that have been part of the philosophy of the
Forest Department for many years, and the way in which the department
functions in some instances work at cross-purposes with a participatory policy
that emphasizes building partnerships.
Further, in the Manali area, in accordance with other authors,
The basic structure and process appropriate in West Bengal for Joint Forest
Management have k e n imported wholesale to communities in the Manali
area and elsewhere in India, with little consideration or accommodation
afforded to local realities and variations or existing institutions that already
play a role in forest management.
JF'M is being implemented in the absence of provisions for flexibility or for
the involvement on any meaningful level of local people in the adaptation of
J F M to suit the needs of individual villages and conditions of their forest
areas.

Although the above points indicate that there are clear challenges to overcome
in order to create an atmosphere that fosters local participation and partnerships, it is
important to recognize that building partnerships and/or rebuilding relationships
require time. Certainly in the Manali area, JFM is in the early stages. Given that many
of the observations regarding JFM in the Manali area are echoed in the literature, the
implication is that without a shift in initiative on the part of either the Forest

Department or a local village leader or group, there is a danger that some of the

criticisrns leveled at JFM projects elsewhere in India wiLl become applicable in the
Mandi area. Opportunities do exist; the cornmitment of the Range Forest Officer in
Manali is genuine, and there are some Forest Guards in the area that have won the

respect of villagers. The level of villager support for projects to enhance forest areas
is significmt and the recognition that local involvement c m make a difference is
becoming intemalized by many people. Local institutions such the mahila rnandals,
which are already active in forest management issues, are functional in most villages-

7.2.2 The 0iending of01d an4 New: Gender Issues and Forest Management
There is a need for alternative, culturally appropriate strategies to involve women
in decision processes related to the forests. To date, strategies such as reserving
membership on cornmittees specificaiiy for women has resulted in very few women
participating in the decision process in a meaningfui way, whether it is within JFM or a
systern such as the panchayat. These strategies have largely "failed" because social
custorns and cultural traditions influence women's participation in decision processes to a
great extent. However, recognizing the implications and extent to which traditions

prescnbe women7sroles in decision processes is not an end point that restricts any further
discussion of mechanisms to meaningfully involve women. Far from it, such recognition
is only the begïnning because traditions are not imrnutable; in fact they are dynamic and
constantly evolving. A closer look reveals opportunities for further transformations of
tradition; some women are actively involved in challenging what is acceptable behavior
for women and the attitudes of some women and also some men are shifting towards
recognizing the value of women's contributions to forest management.
Of particular interest is the role of the muhila manduls in the Manali region.
Mahilu mandals in the area have established a tradition of women7s involvement in

resource management, in this case in relation to the forests. This directly contrasts with
the findings of case studies elsewhere in India. Although there are problems with

representation and equity, the mahila mandals represent a locally adapted institutional
framework that has implications for the management of the forests generally and
specifically for

IFM. The potential exists for this institutional structure

to perhaps

perform some of the sarne functions and help meet the objectives of initiatives such as
Jl=M,

7.2.3 Problems an4 Potential G p c i t y

- ~ e d i e n c an4
e lost~utionalResponses

In this chapter 1 used a resilience framework to examine institutionai responses to
development pressures from a broader perspective. The analysis is base. on the idea that
institutional responses c m be assessed as to whether and how they are affecting the
buffering capacity of the forest socid-ecological system, and therefore contributing to
system resilience. The pressures and associated problems of the forest social-ecological
system provided the context for the discussion of institutional responses. The outcomes
of institutional responses were evaluated in t e m of resilience characteristics.
hstitutional responses are contributing positively, in a neutral or negative fiishion, or
negatively to overall forest social-ecological system resilience.
hstitutional responses that contribute positively to overall resilience of the forest
social-ecological system include,
the activities of the mahila mandals
adopting JFM policy
upholding locai rules in the face of contradicting Forest Department rules
establishing the fuelwood depot
switching to alternative fuelwood sources.
The implementation of JFM by the Forest Department appears to be a neutral

response or perhaps may even negatively impact overall forest social-ecological system
resilience (it is difficult to make any definitive comments at this early stage), in contrast
to the positive contribution to

resilience that the adoption of F M appeais to make. In this

analysis, perceived corruption emerges as institutional failure at both state and local
levels. The strengthening of Uie Timber Distribution system also serves to contribute in a
negative manner to overail resilience of the forest social-ecological system
Theoretically, this type of analysis within the resilience frarnework offers
potential for an additional method of assessing aspects of resilience. Within the

framework, 1 evaluate institutional responses to pressures on the forest social-ecological
system using criteria derived from the resilience literature.
This analysis of institutional responses identifies areas where institutional
capacity exists and should be nurtured, and areas where strengthening of institutional
capacity is needed. It is important to note that opportunities to develop capacity currently
exist at al1 levels. The responses outlined above that contribute positively to system
resilience are drawn €rom informa1 and formal institutional responses and span local and
state Ievels.

1 think perhaps that devising ways of sharing findings in an appropriate format

and in a way that may be meaningful to the cornmunity where the research took place has
been one of the most difficult aspects of this process. This research has been presented to
policy-makers in Delhi as part of the larger project and wiil be presented as part of the
final dissemination workshop in Manali. However, 1 have always been concemed with
the question of how to share findings with those people who shared with me their time
and insight and who inspired me dong the way.
Notwithstanding the above, the primary purpose of this or any other research
project is not to effect change. Research is not development (though it may provide the
foundation and background for development), the length of time particularly in the case
of research at the graduate level is ümited, and this largely restricü the ability to make
significant contributions in areas such as capacity building. However, during the
interview process a local person pointed out to me that the fact that 1 was there and
asking these questions was making people think about their foresü and talk about this
issue arnongst themselves. That comment validated my presence as a researcher and 1 feel
it is perhaps the most significant way that 1 may have contributed to the local situation in
my short time in the villages and Manali.

Expansion in recent decades in the town of Manali has put pressure on the forests,

and particularly on village forest use areas of nearby villages. As one of the most recent
and forma1 responses on the part of the state Forest Department, the initiation of Joint

Forest Management projects in the area holds both the promise of partnership and the
potential for the reinforcement of perceptions of mistrust by villagers towards the Forest
Department. Many of the challenges noted in the two case studies in the Mandi area
mirror those documenteci in other areas of India. The initiatives are relatively recent and
it is difficult to predict whether leadership (both local and state) will begin to drive the
process such that it can be adapted to suit the individual needs of these villages and rnake
use of the potential that exists within pre-existing local management institutions.
The involvement of women in formal decision processes in India and specific to
this context, in the decisions relating to the management of forests, continues to be
problematic in the absence of mechanisrns that adequately acknowledge and
accommodate the significant influences of tradition. Women's involvement in forest
management needs to be culturally appropriate and sensitive tu unique locd situations;
however, traditions are dynamic and without this recognition, tradition c m become a
justification for the sratus quo. The functioning of the mahiln mandats in the Manaii area,
as contributing to forest management, in contrast to other areas of India where women
use the forests but are largely left out of management decisions, represents a unique
situation. AIthough there are limitations associated with the structure and function of the
17rahiZa inaridrrls, it is a forum where women freely express opinions and may also be

developing skills and confidence to do the sarne in other spheres.
From a wider perspective, institutional responses to pressures on forest areas by
local and state groups indicate that institutional strengths exist in some instances, while in
other situations pressures and temptation related to short term gains and lack of social
sanctions have meant that institu tional responses weaken forest social-ecological system
resilience. This type of analysis is insightful in that it highlights capacity that should be
nurtured and shifts in the institution that should be made in order to curtail responses that
contribute negatively to system resilience. The practical work of designing strategies to
achieve institutional change, however, is a major undertaking to be shouldered by the
cornmunity in question.

Even prior experiences travelling in India did not prepare me for actually carrying
out research in the Kullu Valley. The experience was personally rewarding beyond

anything 1 could have imagined, and at the s m e time, astonishingly fmstrating. I came to
Iove the rhythm and routine of interviews and setting forth on what would inevitably be

an adventure every single day. 1 now have an etemal love for chai and orange squish and
momos, 1am privileged,
1 was able to make many friends and forge connections that 1 hope to be able to

go back and renew. 1 learned how to conduct an i n t e ~ e wthat did not eIicit only oneword responses and to appreciate frrst hand the sheer physicd strength that many
villagers and particularly the women build through their daily activities.
1 know there were times that my presence and identity influenced what people

said and how an event unfolded. For the most part, 1 felt this in situations involving
govemment officers and official proceedings such as meetings. It was very rare that 1 got
the impression that the people 1 spoke with in villages were simply telling me something
1 wanted to hem. 1 did not encounter a great deal of suspicion; more comrnonly 1

encountered curiosity as to why 1wanted to ask such questions.
1 think that the links 1 made, the discussions I started with people and the simple
fact that someone from a far-away Canadian university was interested in their forests will

make as much if not more of an impact upon people involveci in the management of
village forest areas around Manali than a presentation to a poIicy-maker, But more
importantly 1 believe that 1 have added in a small way to the body of research that exists
in relation to this very unique, fascinating and complex part of the worId.
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